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2017 Fellows—United States and Canada 
 

On April 6, 2017, the Board of Trustees of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation 

approved the awarding of 173 Guggenheim Fellowships to a diverse group of scholars, artists, 

and scientists. Appointed on the basis of prior achievement and exceptional promise, the 

successful candidates were chosen from a group of almost 3,000 applicants in the Foundation’s 

ninety-third competition. 

 

The great variety of backgrounds, fields of study, and accomplishments of Guggenheim Fellows 

is one of the unique characteristics of the Fellowship program. In all, forty-nine scholarly 

disciplines and artistic fields, sixty-four different academic institutions, twenty-seven states and 

the District of Columbia, and three Canadian provinces are represented in this year’s class of 

Fellows, who range in age from twenty-seven to seventy-nine.  Sixty-eight Fellows have no 

academic affiliation or hold adjunct or part-time positions at universities.  In addition, the 

Dorothy Tapper Goldman Foundation is once again underwriting the Fellowship in 

Constitutional Studies.  

 

Edward Hirsch, president of the Foundation, is enthusiastic about the Fellows in the class of 

2017: “It’s exciting to name 173 new Guggenheim Fellows. These artists and writers, scholars 

and scientists, represent the best of the best. Each year since 1925, the Guggenheim Foundation 

has bet everything on the individual, and we’re thrilled to continue to do so with this wonderfully 

talented and diverse group. It’s an honor to be able to support these individuals to do the work 

they were meant to do.” 

 

Since its establishment in 1925, the Foundation has granted more than $350 million in 

Fellowships to over 18,000 individuals, among whom are scores of Nobel laureates, Fields 

Medalists, Turing Award winners, poets laureate, members of the various national academies, 

winners of the Pulitzer Prize, and other important, internationally recognized honors. 



 

The Guggenheim Fellowship program remains a significant source of support for artists, scholars 

in the humanities and social sciences, and scientific researchers.  New and continuing donations 

from friends, Trustees, former Fellows, and other foundations have ensured that the John Simon 

Guggenheim Memorial Foundation will be able to continue its historic mission.  

 

For more information on the Fellows and their projects, please visit the Foundation’s website at 

http://www.gf.org.  

http://www.gf.org/






Ken Gonzales-Day
MINNESOTA MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART
141 E. 4th Street
January 19, 2017–April 16, 2017
For more than a decade, Ken Gonzales-Day has been exploring
the history of racialized violence in America, creating several
bodies of work that are brought together for the first time in this
exhibition. Cumulatively, his work is a powerful and complex
statement that challenges what we thought we knew about this
country’s great dilemma. The Los Angeles–based artist has
extensively researched lynchings in California, where Mexican
Americans and Asian Americans were widely targeted during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This work resulted in
a nonfiction book—Lynching in the West, 1850–1935 (2006)—as
well as the series “Erased Lynching,” 2006–16, comprising
photographs of executions that have been altered to remove the
victims’ bodies, and “Searching for California Hang Trees,” 2002–
14, in which the artist photographed trees in locations where
hangings occurred.

Examples from both series are included here. Also included
among the works that fill the entirety of the museum’s single gallery are photographs from his 2005 “Memento
Mori” series, featuring original portraits of young men the same age and race as those of specific historical victims
of racially motivated violence, as well as more recent works in which photographed re-creations of historical killings
are composited with photos of protests against latter-day slayings of people of color.

The works here serve as powerful documentation of Gonzales-Day’s ongoing efforts to call attention both to the
complex history of institutional racism and its extrajudicial expressions and to his own vantage point as an
observer. By extension, viewers question their own relationships to this history.

— Jay Gabler

Ken Gonzalez-Day, Nightfall I, 2007, C-print, 36
x 46". From the series “Searching for California
Hang Trees,” 2002–14.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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STAGE & ARTS

An artist's take on American carnage
Through images of lynching, photographer brings history of racial
violence into present day. 

By SHEILA REGAN Special to the Star Tribune  JANUARY 26, 2017 — 2:35PM

From the lynching of Charles Valento (aka “Spanish Charlie”) in 1920 to the police
shooting of Michael Brown in 2014, Los Angeles-based photographer Ken Gonzales-Day
brings America’s violent racial past into the present in a visceral show at the Minnesota
Museum of American Art in St. Paul.

“Shadowlands,” on display through April 16, amounts to a smart critical analysis of race
in America. One series in the show, “Erased Lynching,” presents images that Gonzales-
Day created from vintage postcards of lynchings in the 19th and early 20th centuries —
but the victim has been removed, in order to show only the crowd.

“Standing in front of the work, you begin to see the social conditions,” the artist said in a
recent interview. “You can see the mob, the people, the smiles, the grimaces. … That’s
what I’m putting on view.”

Gonzales-Day is also hoping to remedy a larger erasure through his work: “Part of my
project is to inform people about how Latinos have been erased” from the history of
lynching, which claimed not just black Americans but other people of color as victims.

Christopher Atkins, the museum’s curator of exhibitions and public programs, said that
from the very day he started work in the fall of 2015, he has wanted to show Gonzales-
Day’s photographs.

“Unfortunately his work has become even more prescient. That legacy of violence
against people of color has continued,” Atkins said, pointing to the epidemic of young
men being shot and killed, and the frequent failure of grand juries to bring their killers to
justice.

“Shadowlands” includes several bodies of work centering on the topic of “racialized”
violence. Gonzales-Day uses that word to suggest how race has never had a fixed
meaning. For example, Latinos and Asians weren’t originally counted as “coloreds” back
in the 19th century, and even today, Latinos aren’t considered a race but rather an
ethnicity by the Census Bureau.

In the series “Searching for California’s Hang Trees,” he sought to document trees once
used for lynching in his home state. In some cases, the trees are photographed from very
far away, showing in ghostly silhouette; for others he got close up to capture the
immense beauty of old trees that once served a murderous purpose.

His most recent project, “Run Up,” includes a short video that re-enacts the 1920
lynching of Valento, a Latino man, in California’s Sonoma County. Gonzales-Day
juxtaposes still photos of the re-enactment with images from modern-day protests of
police killings. “I had the characters come out of the film and into the real world, and
tried to bring some parallels between them,” he explained.

“What he’s doing is using time as a fluid thing,” Atkins said. “He’s taken the historical
information from the ‘Erased Lynching’ series and thinking: How does this evolve into
contemporary modern-day issues of racial violence happening in the United States?”

(http://stmedia.startribune.com/images/1485462663_07+0120+FEA+7sleep012017+43w395069.JPG)
KEN GONZALES-DAY, STAR TRIBUNE

"The Lynching of 'Spanish Charlie,' Santa Rosa,
CA (Inverted), 2016. Vinyl wallpaper.
Dimensions variable. Courtesy of the artist and

Ads by ZINC

KEN GONZALES-DAY, STAR TRIBUNE
(http://stmedia.startribune.com/images/1485462662_07+0120+FEA+3sleep012017+433195051.JPG)

"Facing the Crowd, 2015." Chromogenic print.
30 x 38. Courtesy of the artist and Luis De Jesus,
Los Angeles.
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A new identity for ‘the M’

Seen together, Gonzales-Day’s several bodies of work critically engage with our current
moment. It’s the kind of show that the Minnesota Museum of American Art’s executive
director, Kristin Makholm, intends to present as the museum — founded in 1907,
homeless for several years but finally settled into an exhibition space in downtown St.
Paul — goes through yet another identity change.

A key step was the hiring of Atkins, who had focused on cultivating contemporary artists
as coordinator of the Minnesota Artists Exhibition Program at the Minneapolis Institute
of Art.

Makholm sees “the M” (as it’s recently been rebranded) as offering a platform to tackle
deep questions about who we are as Americans.

“In our day and age, to be a museum of American art is really an opportunity to ask
deep and hard questions about what that means. How do we use this platform to look at
America? This is a moment when a museum of American art can really make a big
difference, and that’s what the theme is going to be as we grow. ... Shows that question
who we are, how we treated each other, and how that reflects the present.”

 

Sheila Regan is a Minneapolis-based freelance writer.
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Art inspired by lynchings in
‘Shadowlands’ exhibit at
Minnesota Museum of American
Art

“The Lynching of ‘Spanish Charlie’ in Santa Rosa” (Ken Gonzales-Day)

A ghostly tree caught in the glare of headlights at night. A few scattered trees framed by a

barbed wire fence in what seems to be a random field. The gnarled branches of a massive

oak tree.

https://www.twincities.com/things-to-do/
https://www.twincities.com/author/kathy-berdan/
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Los Angeles artist and academic Ken Gonzales-Day creates these and other images. The

story they tell is deeper than the roots of the trees, though.

“Hands Up” features an actor from a 1920s-set video and present-day riot police. (Ken
Gonzales-Day)

These trees were used in lynchings.

Gonzales-Day, whose work will be featured in an exhibit titled “Shadowlands” opening

Thursday at Minnesota Museum of American Art, is known for his photographs inspired by

the history of lynching in California from the 1850s through 1935.

“It’s a very dark topic,” said Christopher Atkins, curator of exhibitions and public programs

at the downtown St. Paul museum, which goes by “The M.” “But we don’t want to shy

away from topics that are difficult.”

Gonzales-Day has researched and photographed trees that were used in lynchings. He has

manipulated photos of lynchings, editing out the victims. The artist’s work shows crowds

gathered around the tree … looking at nothing.

The trees are “a strange kind of memorial,” Atkins says. “Living, breathing witnesses.”

The exhibit also will feature an eight-minute video titled “Run Up,” created by Gonzales-

Day, in which actors re-enact the hanging of a California man in 1920. It was the last

recorded lynching in the state of California, Atkins says.

The artist then took some of the actors in that video, wearing garb from the 1920s, and

combined them with images of current race-based incidents. In one, which is featured at

the exhibit at the M, a woman in a vintage dress and hat stands with her arms up in front of

a police riot squad.

Atkins says the juxtaposition of the old and new images are key to the message of the

exhibit. Racial tensions and violence continue, he says, citing the local Philando Castile

and Jamar Clark incidents and their aftermath as examples.

The M’s location as a storefront museum in St. Paul puts it in a good position for exhibits

such as this one, which looks at racialized violence and how it’s evolved, Atkins says. The

museum wants “to connect with people just outside our door,” he adds, and that’s a

diverse community.



Tags: Art

IF YOU GO

Gonzales-Day will attend the opening of the exhibit Thursday and speak Friday. The

exhibit, which runs through April 16, features the “Run Up” video and 31 images, with 15 of

those from his two series on race lynchings. There will be programming related to the

exhibit throughout its run, Atkins says.

What: “Shadowlands,” an exhibit of work by Ken Gonzales-Day

Where: The M Project Space, Historic Pioneer Endicott building, 141 E. Fourth St., St.

Paul (entrance located on the corner of Fourth and Robert streets)

When: Opening Thursday. Museum is open 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursdays and Fridays,

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.

Info: 651-797-2571 or mmaa.org

Exhibition-related programming: Public reception with opening remarks by Ken

Gonzales-Day, 7-9 p.m. Thursday; artist talk with Gonzales-Day and curator

Christopher Atkins, 7-8:30 p.m. Friday.

Ongoing: The Shadowlands Reading Room is a living room-like space for engaging

with resources — books, poems, digital media — that respond to themes in the

exhibition. The Reading Room is curated by Ken Gonzales-Day, poet Sun Yung Shin,

faculty from the Chican@ and Latinx Studies Department at the University of

Minnesota, and the M staff.

Kathy Berdan
Kathy has been an arts journalist for almost 25 years. Her career goal is to
interview all four Monkees, and she's three-fourths of the way there. (Yes,
she did talk to Davy Jones before he died.) She loves Twin Cities theater
and is a huge fan of the St. Paul Winter Carnival and the Minnesota State

Fair.
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Ken Gonzales-Day on his Long-Term
Exploration of Racial Violence in
America
"The legacy of racialized violence continues to impact us all"

By SHEILA REGAN JANUARY 19, 2017

0 Comments

Artist and photographer Ken Gonzales-Day explores the history of racial violence in America and a survey of his
work, Shadowlands, which opens today and runs through April 16 at the Minnesota Museum of American Art,
investigates how this history informs our current reality.

Among the works is Gonzales-Day’s series Erased Lynching, a set of digitally altered 19th and 20th century lynching
postcards, where hanged figures of various races have been removed by the artist, allowing the remaining
participants to take focus. The show also includes Gonzales-Day’s project Searching for California’s Hang Tree, a
series of landscape photographs of lynching sites, and “Run Up,” a short film re-enacting a lynching and juxtaposing
it with photographs from the Ferguson protests.

American Photo spoke with Gonzales-Day about his work and the show that brings these projects together.

What got you interested in exploring the history of lynching?

Article Continues Below:
Thomas Struth on Documenting Invisible

Systems"I’m interested in trying to open some doors and see into

what we’re…
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It started around the second [president] Bush. There was talk about building the wall between the U.S. and Mexico,
and there were all of these vigilantes who started hunting Mexicans and shooting them down on their property or
tracking down undocumented persons crossing the U.S./Mexico border. I found that disturbing. I was trying to find a
way to talk about it, to think about the history of that and why that was so upsetting for me as a Mexican-American.

For the Erased Lynching series, are the lynching victims predominantly Latino?

It’s a mixture, but in terms of the first set, which was done specifically in relationship to California, the majority are
non-black. They were mostly from the west. The second set looks at the experience nationwide. The erasure
obviously works differently, in a more complex way, when you are talking about erasing Black bodies, white bodies,
Asian bodies, male bodies, female bodies, etc. The project was trying to create a way to talk about this history.

Could you tell me a little about your film, Run-Up?

It’s an 8-minute film which re-creates a scene from the last Latino lynching in 1920. [With Michael Brown’s death,]
there was a lot of talk about whether the protesters were protesters or rioters. Those were the same debates they
were having 150 years ago. The project shows the mob, and it shows the figure, but it doesn’t show the moment of
death. I was trying to figure out a way to create that erasure in the film, which of course you can’t do without it
seeming like the person disappears or something kind of magical [happens], so it’s the scenes around that moment.

Tell me about your thinking behind Searching for California’s Hang Tree.

I was trying to think of a way to tell the story of the history that’s missing in the landscape of California, which is very
beautiful. People often think about it being an empty landscape. That idea of emptiness is a notion of whiteness, of
conquest, that if something is not visibly inhabited then it’s yours, or could be yours. The history of California is the
history of multiple layers of conquest, of first the Native Americans and then Latinos, of displacing those
communities in order to create the California that you think of today.

What are you hoping people will get out of this show, particularly considering the Black Lives Matter
movement and Ferguson and other incidents of police violence? What is the connection you are hoping
viewers will make?

Part of the project for me is to give people a little perspective in thinking about how the legacy of racialized violence
continues to impact us all. If we are not able to communicate around these topics, we are disempowered. The
curator [Christopher Atkins] was very interested in having me come to [St. Paul] to help engage with these issues in
a different way and through a different lens as a way to open up conversation.
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Artist finds new meaning in images of lynchings
· Jan 23, 2017

In Ken Gonzales-Day's "Searching for California Hang Trees" series, he transforms beautiful landscape photos into
ominous, haunting images. Courtesy of the Ken Gonzales-Day and Luis De Jesus 2004

LISTEN Story audio
3min 55sec (https://www.mprnews.org/listen?
name=/minnesota/news/features/2017/01/23/20170123_combs_20170123_64.mp3)

"Shadowlands," a new exhibition at the Minnesota Museum of American Art examines the role of lynchings in
U.S. history, and finds troubling connections to racially motivated violence today.

Overwhelmingly more black Americans have been lynched in U.S. history than any other group. From 4,000 to
10,000 African-Americans were lynched in the United States between 1888 and 1958, depending on which
source you use. But blacks were not the only ethnic group systematically beaten down by mob violence.

Back in the year 2000, there was hot debate about immigrants crossing the Mexican border without legal
documents. Mexicans who made it across were being shot and killed by vigilante patrols.

Photographer and Scripps College professor Ken Gonzales-Day decided to take a look at history to see if it would
shed any light on the situation.

"Initially, I was just trying to understand it as a Mexican-American myself," he said. "I was trying to understand
the context in which people could turn against a whole part of the community."

Sikeston, MO (Cleo Wright), from Erased Lynching Series II Courtesy of the Ken Gonzales-Day and Luis De Jesus 2013

Gonzales-Day began by working with the NAACP and Tuskegee Institute records, which report between 25 and
50 cases of Latinos being lynched in California. As he continued his research he found more lynchings of Latinos
— and others.

"And at some point I realized that my list had grown larger than any list that was in any of the books I was
looking for," he said.

In the end, Gonzales-Day recorded more than 350 cases in the state of California. Two-thirds of the lynchings
were of people of color. Some were black, but not many. The vast majority of lynchings of black people happened
after the abolition of slavery in 1865. Gonzales-Day's research starts in 1850.

"By moving the clock back to a time before the end of slavery, we begin to see that in the United States that other
racialized communities were affected differently," he said. "So in a way, this is the story before the story that we
already know. And in this broader story we can see now that Native Americans, Chinese, Latinos — that many
different communities were targeted."

Marianne Combs 
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Gonzales-Day's exhibition at the Minnesota Museum of American Art contains work from several different
projects, all surrounding race and racial violence. One is the "Erased Lynchings" series — 15 images created from
historic postcards of lynchings throughout the American Southwest.

Gonzales-Day erased the bodies and the ropes in the original images. That way, he says, viewers are less likely to
turn away in horror, and more likely to notice the social dynamics at work.

"So you see the members of the community standing around what would have been the body, or you see the tree
or you see something of the landscape, and so it allows you to think more critically about the conditions that
made these events possible in the first place," he said.

Other, larger photos feature lovely landscapes and majestic oak trees. But those photos turn from lovely to
ominous when the viewer realizes they are part of Gonzales-Day's series, "Searching for California Hang Trees."

In other works, Gonzales-Day juxtaposes photographs he took of current racial protests with images of lynching
scenes.

"I was trying to really show a continuity in the U.S., spanning 150 years, in which race continues to be a challenge
for us as a nation," he said.

Christopher Atkins, curator of exhibitions and public programs at the Minnesota Museum of American Art, said
he started planning this show back in 2014, before the deaths of Jamar Clark
(http://www.mprnews.org/topic/jamarclark) and Philando Castile.
(http://www.mprnews.org/topic/philandocastile)

"As things began to develop with his show I realized there's a prescience to his work — that unfortunately makes
us connect to things that are happening right outside our doorstep," he said.

"Shadowlands" runs through April 16 at the Minnesota Museum of American Art in downtown St. Paul.
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Adam Fuss, Medusa, from the series Home and the World, 2010, gelatin silver print
photogram, edition 3 of 9. Courtesy of the artist and Cheim & Read, New York. Copyright
Adam Fuss

Lennie Bennett, Times Art Critic
Published: August 25, 2016
Updated: August 25, 2016 at 06:03 PM

SARASOTA

Though its name might suggest it, don't look for an examination of
the paranormal in "Phantom Bodies: The Human Aura in Art" at the
John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art.

Yes, it has ghostly images, but they are created by fully disclosed
technical processes.

Instead, look for an examination of the physicality of the human
experience and the immutable common denominator we share: Death
claims everyone. What do we claim before that?

The 24 artists in the exhibition have some ideas. All their work
deserves a conversation, and there are big names in contemporary art
here — Damien Hirst, Anish Kapoor and Gerhard Richter, for
example — but here are some of my favorites.

The most enchanting work in "Phantom Bodies" greets us at the
entrance. Elizabeth King's Pupil is an articulated torso of a doll whose
face is a self-portrait of the artist. In an accompanying video, she
works with director Richard Izu-Blair to bring the sculpture to life. It
studies its hands with a sense of curiosity, even wonder, as a baby
might. We know as we watch that the only life it possesses is that
given by its creator, who manipulates its motions. Yet its title is
telling: That temporary life-force isn't a learning experience for the
sculpture but it is, perhaps, for its maker.

Nearby is Exquisite Corpse, enfant by Janet Cardiff and George Bures
Miller. I know it's serious art but I found it weirdly wonderful and

amusing. Its name comes from the famous surrealist game in which a collaborative drawing or
story is made without the participants knowing what each other is doing. This assemblage
looks equally random. Speakers emitting a low howl are draped with safety pins, screwdriver,
can opener, a small plastic baby rocking in a basket. ... You can spend five minutes picking out
all the quotidian objects. Specifically, there are several ocular accessories such as eyeglasses
and a magnifier. An eye stares at us from one of them. We gaze and are gazed upon. What I
see are the daily objects we use and what I hear is the background noise we tune out. Maybe
we should pay more attention.

Ken Gonzales-Day bears witness to the history of lynching in 19th and 20th century America.
Part of a gallery wall is covered with vintage photographs and postcards(!) in which the
victims' bodies are eliminated and we see only the onlookers. In one manipulated photograph,
a circle of onlookers looks at a blank space where the hanged and burned body would be.
Some of them are children. In another, well-dressed men gaze at the embers of a fire, another
lynch-and-burn scenario without a body, only wisps of smoke.

The most striking image is Medusa, the large photogram by Adam Fuss that is the marquee
image for the show's publicity. For good reason. Fuss uses an old, cameraless technique in
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which an object (or baby in another example in the show) is laid directly onto light-sensitive
paper and then exposed to light so that the image is directly transferred. The result resembles
a negative. For Medusa, he used a delicate, almost transparent Victorian wedding dress. It
looks to be electrified with bright coils of light that, on closer examination, turn out to be
writhing snakes, also photogrammed.

The mythical Medusa had similar writhing snakes instead of hair, and her face was so
terrifying that one look turned men to stone. According to legend, she lived on an isolated
island where Perseus beheaded her and used her head, complete with moving snakes, as a
weapon. She was pregnant when she died, and from her dead body sprang two divinities: the
winged stallion Pegasus and Crysaor, a warrior who carried a golden sword. Fuss sees her as
becoming "life affirming" in death, according to the wall label, through bearing children and
the snakes teeming through her body like energy. Ringling curator Matthew McClendon also
referenced their spermlike appearance. The visual effect is otherworldly.

There are several excellent videos, but the most stunning is Isolde's Ascension by Bill Viola,
inspired by Richard Wagner's operatic version of the legend of two lovers. A beam of light
pierces a barely lit pool of water. We watch for a few minutes, then we see a woman crash
through the surface and be drawn up into the beam. She rises higher until she disappears
from the camera frame. Watch it again and you notice something: The film has been flipped.
We're really seeing the young woman dive into the water and float downward. It's
mesmerizing.

Actually, I found that quality true of the entire exhibition.

Contact Lennie Bennett at lbennett@tampabay.com or (727) 893-8293.
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The Ringling’s ‘Aftermath’ photography exhibit shows horrors after war
SARASOTAThere’s no question that war is hell, but as a civilian living in a country that hasn’t had a war on its soil in many,
many years, images of the horrors of war can easily be avoided.Not only the act of war itself, but the consequences of it, ...
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Cuba/US relations are explored at CAM and
Cass gets Naughty by Nature at the Epicurean
Societal Shifts: Climate ChangeThe new exhibition opening Friday
at USF’s Contemporary Art Museum is not concerned with the hot
button issue you’re thinking of. Instead, in "Climate Change:
Cuba/USA," Cuban and Cuban-American artists explore the rece...
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Best of 2017: 10 phenomenal art exhibits from
this year
At the close of a year that many are referring to as a dumpster fire,
it’s actually refreshing to look back at the great visual art
exhibitions shown in Tampa Bay in 2017. While a few were political
in nature or included pieces that were, the e...
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Find your favorite author’s portrait at the
library, and donate your art to make room for
new ones in Downtown Dunedin
WELL READ: LITERARY HEROESEvery artists needs a muse, and
Sarasota artist Mike Hanlon’s are the world’s great authors. So it’s
fitting that Hanlon’s exhibition of large-scale portraits, "Literary
Heroes,e_SDRq is on display in Kotler Art Gallery at t...
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Six local art exhibits you were too busy to see
during the holidays
The threshold of a new year is a good time to catch the art
exhibitions you may have been too busy to check out. Here are few
suggestions. TAMPA MUSEUM OF ART 120 W Gasparilla Plaza,
Tampa; (813)421-8380; tampamuseum.org. TMA has several exhibits
...
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New Port Richey gallery exhibit features local photography
NEW PORT RICHEY — The Gateway Gallery and Emporium on Grand Boulevard starts off the new year with a new exhibit
featuring the digital photography of David J. Wright. An opening reception will be held Jan. 5 at the studio. The varied
works of 24 gal...
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Artistas de Metro: Ken
Gonzales-Day crea una
ventana a la naturaleza
BY MARILU MEZA , FEBRUARY 6, 2017

Una ventana a

la naturaleza

fue lo que Ken Gonzales-Day creó a través de su arte en la estación

 Canoga de la línea Naranja, que va al Valle de San Fernando.

Gonzales-Day es uno de los artistas latinos que forman parte de la

exhibición “The Makers”: retratos de los artistas de Metro que con

su trabajo han enriquecido el transitar de los pasajeros.  La

colección de imágenes del fotógrafo Todd Gray se puede apreciar

en las paredes de Union Station.  Ahí puedes ver la foto en blanco y

negro de Gonzales-Day con una imagen del filósofo Voltaire al

fondo, tal vez en señal de que uno de sus proyectos de arte

llamado “Perfil” reta las ideas de este pensador con respecto a la

raza.

Pero ahora hablamos de su trabajo Western Imaginary en la

estación Canoga, que te recibe con dos imágenes panorámicas de

la montañas que circundan el  Valle de San Fernando.

“Dos imágenes son basadas en fotografías que están montadas en

http://elpasajero.metro.net/author/mezam/
http://elpasajero.metro.net/2017/02/06/artistas-de-metro-ken-gonzales-day-crea-una-ventana-a-la-naturaleza/


metal con una capa de esmalte ”, explica el artista, quien para

lograr esa toma perfecta recorrió en varias ocasiones la región e

incluso escaló las montañas.  En su búsqueda descubrió que no

había muchos espacios verdes cerca de la estación del tren y quiso

hacer algo que invitara a las gente a usar los parques del vecindario

y traer algo de la naturaleza a la ciudad.  Además estas montañas

también sirvieron de escenario para varias películas en los años

1920.

“Quería que la gente que las viera pensara: ‘tal vez el fin de semana

haremos un día de campo en esos lugares’”, dice.

La segunda parte de su proyecto está plasmado sobre la banqueta. 

Es un mural  hecho con fotografías de la plantas nativas de la

región impresas en mosaicos.

El artista nació en Santa Clara, California y desde que estaba

pequeño tuvo un cariño muy especial por el arte.

“Siempre me gustó, incluso de niño fui el artista de la clase”,

platica.

Ken se  graduó en arte del Instituto Pratt y cuenta con dos

maestrías en ese campo.  Además , su amor al arte le mostró que

debe compartir sus conocimientos y desde hace 22 años es

maestro de arte en el Scripps College.

Sus raíces latinas vienen desde que Nuevo México era parte del

país del sur mientras que su madre es nacida en Iowa.

“Mi familia paterna viene de varias generaciones… desde que esta

parte del país era México”, comenta.



Con respecto a su trabajo con Metro, el fotógrafo asegura que

cumplió su objetivo. No hay mejor satisfacción que ver a los

pasajeros del tren tomarse selfies con sus paisajes.

“Se siente bien ver a la gente tomándose fotos en el paisaje.  Esta

es un área muy urbana y las panorámicas les dan la impresión de

que están en la naturaleza mientras van al trabajar o a la escuela”,

cuenta.
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Ten Queer Reimaginings of
New York's 'Gay Liberation
Monument'

THE NEW QUEER

Curated by Avram Finkelstein and Hugh Ryan
Dec 23 2016, 1:00am

Groundbreaking queer artists step up to reinvigorate an ode to
LGBTQ history.

SHARE TWEET

In 1979, on the tenth anniversary of the Stonewall Riots, New York City
commissioned artist George Segal to create a monument to gay liberation. The
resulting four statues, made up of two same-sex couples, were done in his
traditional, solemn style of white plaster cast in bronze. They were so
controversial that despite being completed in 1980, they weren't installed in
their permanent home on Christopher Street until 1992.

While striking in their time, the statues today feel anodyne—a safer, softer
version of the spark of liberation ignited by Stonewall itself. As art, they may still
hold up, but as a public memorial, they fail to express a modern vision of queer
liberation.

We asked ten artists and artist groups to imagine updates to these statues,
compiled here into a series named Squatting on Stonewall. Working in
conversation with Segal's original monument, they created new pieces to speak
to the movement for queer liberation as they see it today. Some provided

ADVERTISEMENT
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trenchant critiques of our current moment, while others created memorials to
those we have lost, or dreams of what our movement and world could be. There
is humor, rage, passion, betrayal, devotion, love, and anxiety to be found among
these images—a wide gamut of gestures that might begin to define fresh
contours for  an expansive and diverse community.

Squatting on Stonewall transforms the expression of our liberation from a single
statement spoken in one voice into the vital and complicated conversation it
actually is.

Untitled

David Zinn is a Tony-nominated set and costume designer for theater and
opera, including the musical FUN HOME, based on Alison Bechdel's graphic
novel.

"I propose something akin to the fury and power of the original Stonewall riot—
the anger that sparked it and the movement it unleashed. Flaming, literally.

http://www.mrdavidzinn.work/


Giving warmth and light. And dangerous as hell."

The Lover's Grotto

Nayland Blake is an artist and educator. His is the chair of the ICP/Bard MFA,
and has exhibited in numerous venues around the world.

"The Lover's Grotto is an attempt to answer the question 'How can a monument
be engendering of further activity rather than a mute husk of previous activity?'
It is an augmented reality monument based on the traditions of rock gardens
and scholar's stones, that takes the form of open source software that allows
mobile device users to activate a site by manipulating data."

Rainbows Are Just Refracted White Light

ADVERTISEMENT

http://www.naylandblake.net/


DarkMatter is a trans South Asian artist collaboration between Alok Vaid-Menon
and Janani Balasubramanian.

"Rainbows are just a trick of the light. They make us forget the storm is still
happening."

Together

http://www.darkmatterpoetry.com/


Adejoke Tugbiyele is an award-winning queer artist/activist born in Brooklyn,
New York in 1977 to Nigerian immigrants. She weaves complex ideas about race,
gender, sexuality, spirituality, and migration. Her sculptural process combines
fibrous materials around light metal structures, producing abstract figurative
forms with universal elements of androgyny, armor, flight, seduction, myth, and
mystery. Her work is in the permanent collections of the Brooklyn Museum, the
Newark Museum, and in significant private collections in the United States and
Hong Kong.

"Together reminds us about the power of LOVE, which knows no socially
constructed boundaries, including race and sexuality. It also builds on the
history of Stonewall and is sensitive to the broader, complex nature of the
LGBTIQ movement."

Untitled

http://www.adejoketugbiyele.com/


Ken Gonzales-Day's interdisciplinary and conceptually-grounded projects
consider the history of photography, the construction of race, and the limits of
representational systems ranging from the lynching photograph to museum
display. Gonzales-Day's photographs have been exhibited at the Generali
Foundation, The Getty, LACMA, LAXART, New Museum, Palais de Tokyo, and
Smithsonian Institution, among others. His books include Lynching in the West:
1850-1935 (Duke) and Profiled (LACMA). Gonzales-Day is a professor at Scripps
College and is represented by Luis De Jesus Los Angeles.

"I wanted to imagine a monument that sought to acknowledge the difficulties
and often limited life chances experienced by many in the LGBT community. The
piece sought to formally recognize the site's relationship to the 'Stonewall
Riot' of 1969, but also to speak to the larger issues facing the LGBT community
globally. The billboard component of the installation was included to address the
specific role of ACT UP and the Silence = Death campaign, which was so
formative to my own experience of coming out in New York City in the late
1980s."

Sunday in the Park with George – A Lesbian Melodrama

ADVERTISEMENT

http://www.kengonzalesday.com/


Carrie Moyer is a painter and writer who teaches at Hunter College. She is
represented by DC Moore Gallery in New York City. Sheila Pepe is an artist
currently preparing for the June opening of Put me down gently: a place to be –
Made in conversation with Sondra Perry and the anticipated summer heat at
Diverseworks in Houston, Texas.

"By definition, public sculpture is the art of the common denominator. Our
project, Sunday in the Park with George – A Lesbian Melodrama, revisits the
social position of lesbians now that we've received a modicum of visibility when
we look and behave like everybody else. Now married with an infant and
mainstream jobs, our ladies suffer the predictable bumps and bruises of living in
the new (New York) 'village.' Or are we witnessing, up close and personal, a
schism between two women driven apart by the encroachments of
heteronormativity into the intimate lives of lesbians and lesbian culture at large."

Untitled

http://www.carriemoyer.com/
http://www.sheilapepe.com/


Carlos Motta is a multi-disciplinary artist whose work draws upon political
history in an attempt to create counter-narratives that recognize suppressed
histories, communities, and identities. His work is known for its engagement
with histories of queer culture and activism and for its insistence that the
politics of sex and gender represent an opportunity to articulate definite
positions against social and political injustice. In 2015 he will have solo
exhibitions at Mercer Union, Toronto; PPOW Gallery, New York; Pérez Art
Museum (PAMM), Miami; Hordaland Kunstsenter, Bergen; MALBA, Buenos Aires;
and Instituto de Visión, Bogotá.

"When I think about the Gay Liberation Monument at Christopher Street Park I
think of silence... And I think about the failure to memorialize the lives of the
victims of institutional abuse on our own terms. No one used words better than
Audre Lorde. Her strategy to transform: 'silence into language and action'
pointed to the violence, neglect, and erasures of history and gave us the tools to
speak up, get empowered, act, and create our own accounts of history. For this
piece I chose to ignore George Segal's figures, pretend they are not there and to
give Lorde's words the power to represent communities that may have been
rendered visible yet are continuously oppressed by failed acts of representation."

http://carlosmotta.com/


Untitled

LJ Roberts is an artist and writer living in Brooklyn, New York and Joshua Tree,
California. Translation by Marco Antonio Huerta

"to block surveillance 
to thwart criminalization 
a partial fingerprint 
a reclaimed architecture 
an unrecognizable body 
as tactics 
as possibilities 
let's scheme and imagine together"

Study / Revision for an Embrace

ADVERTISEMENT

http://www.ljroberts.net./


Paul Mpagi Sepuya is a Los Angeles based artist whose work is founded in
concerns of photography and portraiture.

"I propose an alternative to the touch so hesitant in Segal's original sculpture."

Fire Starters at the Unicorn Roast (What Happened to the Queer
Radical)

http://paulsepuya.com/portfolio/


SHARE TWEET

Cassils is listed by the Huffington Post as "one of ten transgender artists who are
changing the landscape of contemporary art." Born in Montreal, based in Los
Angeles and represented by Ronald Feldman Fine Arts in New York City, Cassils
works in intense body-based performance and watercolor. Cathy Davies is a
designer, information architect, and all around wizard. Currently she casts spells
as the senior user experience designer at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los
Angeles.

"This illustration depicts a haunting: Miss Major, Angela Davis, Sylvia Rivera,
David Wonarowicz, Audre Lorde, and Marsha P. Johnson gather around a
roasting and flayed unicorn. The George Segal monument is used as kindling to
stoke the flames of their revolutionary spirit."

This article is part of the VICE series The New Queer. Read the rest of the
package here.

http://heathercassils.com/
http://www.getty.edu/museum/
https://www.vice.com/en_us/topic/the-new-queer
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DESUS & MERO

This Video of an Alpaca Fight Is Better
Than a Soap Opera
Desus and Mero watch a harrowing battle between two male
alpacas vying for the affection of one lovely lady.

SHARE TWEET

Sarah Bellman
Jan 16 2018, 7:23am

It's a tale as old as time: man notices attractive woman, woman shows no
interest, and her bae grows pissed at the unwanted suitor. The men take their
fight outside and, as always, shit goes down.

Not only can you catch this kind of love triangle form in the club on a Saturday
night, it also presents itself in the animal kingdom—in this case, between three

https://www.vice.com/en_us/topic/desus-and-mero
https://www.vice.com/en_us/contributor/sarah-bellman


SHARE TWEET

ANIMALS VICELAND ALPACA NATURE VIDEO

aggressive alpacas.

Last week, Desus and Mero lent their own brand of Attenborough-esque
commentary to the brutal alpaca brawl, which saw three animals fighting over
love, sex, and testicles.

You can watch the latest episode of Desus & Mero for free online now, and be
sure to catch new episodes weeknights at 11 PM on VICELAND.
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DESUS & MERO

Desus and Mero Have Some Questions About the H&M
Hoodie Controversy

DESUS & MERO

This Video of an Alpaca Fight Is
Better Than a Soap Opera
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Exhibitions (https://news.artnet.com/exhibitions)

How Pacif ic Standard Time Is Writ ing Long-Over looked Chicano Art ists Back Into Art  History

The learning curve for museums was steep.

A picnic in the fields during La Marcha de La Reconquista, Mike Heralda (wearing sunglasses), sits at picnic table. Circa 1971. Pedro Arias. Courtesy of the photographer and the UCLA Chicano Studies

Research Center © Pedro Arias.

Catherine Wagley (https://news.artnet.com/about/catherine-wagley-695), September 12, 2017

On a Monday morning in May 2015, artist David Avalos (http://www.galeriadelaraza.org/eng/exhibits2/archive/artists.php?op=view&id=59&media=info)

stood on the stage of a packed auditorium at the Getty Center in Los Angeles. He described a day in 1977 when white supremacist and former KKK leader

David Duke announced that he would patrol the San Diego-Mexico border. Duke attached a hand-drawn sign to his car door that read “Klan Border

Watch.”

Avalos, a San Diego native known for his role in the Chicano Mural Movement, and his friend, fellow artist Yolanda López

(http://almalopez.com/projects/ChicanasLatinas/lopezyolanda3.html), protested Duke’s effort. López made a poster, which Avalos pulled up on the screen.

It showed a fierce figure in an Aztec headdress crumpling an “immigration plans” flier and saying, “Who’s the illegal alien now, pilgrim?”

“Since its first appearance, there has never been a year in which that poster was not relevant,” Avalos said to the crowd. It was the second day of “LA/LA:

Place and Practice,” a symposium that would change the course of the Getty-funded initiative PST: LA/LA (http://www.pacificstandardtime.org/), which

officially kicks off this week.

The sprawling initiative, which includes 88 affil iated exhibitions across Southern California, comes five years after PST: Los Angeles 1980–1945, a 60-

institution, $10 million effort that frequently felt boosterish, offering LA arts venues the opportunity to rediscover and celebrate their own histories. When

the Getty announced that the next version would focus on LA and Latin America, it was clear that this self-congratulation would not recur. Despite the

large Latinx population in Southern California, major local institutions have too rarely exhibited the work of Chicano and Latino artists.

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/pcs/click?xai=AKAOjstaSfuEfMLkk7xCOIYyuRP14IS1GeFLrrsQ23zuyF5lL3GN6iYX_gOmTU1-3hVgfqalvc6bAjOVgFfI4als8bESaHxAsUkL1td8J5Af_SjhQ4GZjhGWR2j9TV7lW44fJ8LrEY1g4bjZDwDCAKP5oyDA3e79R51LWCqDKflSU380ePAqtvxhdWsE83PfjvROQ7bRG2Jmp8aLeMIujFAW85r2BilFSDQQpnjYL6YkW_J0Lqc41mI90KXplbLiKP9MVu_-otKtYO8_FF1V2FKs&sig=Cg0ArKJSzKEajkI444V0&adurl=https://www.artnet.com/auctions/post-war-contemporary-art-0118%3Futm_campaign%3Dpost-war-contemporary-art-0118%26utm_source%3Ddisplay%26utm_medium%3Dbanner&nm=1
https://news.artnet.com/exhibitions
https://news.artnet.com/about/catherine-wagley-695
http://www.galeriadelaraza.org/eng/exhibits2/archive/artists.php?op=view&id=59&media=info
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This marginalization led to some skepticism from local artists early on in the PST planning process. How could an effort helmed by the very institutions

that had historically excluded them truly capture the contributions of local artists of Latin American descent? The learning curve would be steep.

Conversations Begin

“The initial launch of LA/LA did not seem to have any mention of the local community,” says artist Ken Gonzales-Day

(http://www.pacificstandardtime.org/en/exhibitions/exhibit/view/Surface-Tension-Ken-Gonzalez), whose work appears in four PST shows and who

organized “Place and Practice” with curators Bill Kelley, Jr. and Pilar Tompkins Rivas. “As you know, this is a horrible time to be of Mexican descent in the

US. If these shows could help in any way, that would be potentially great.”

Over a series of dinners with local artists and arts organizers, they discussed what they, as Latinos in LA, wanted from PST. “We talked about how there

had historically been a complete lack of interest by institutions,” says Kelley, Jr. “We asked, ‘What should we do? What should we expect?’”

After an October 2014 symposium at the Getty at which art historians and curators predominately from Latin America shared their PST progress, Kelley,

Tompkins Rivas, Gonzales-Day, and others decided to write a letter. They worried that, in the context of PST, Latin American scholarship still

overshadowed the emphasis on the artists in museums’ own backyards. “We came up with an obnoxious name for ourselves, something like Artists and

Curators and Latino Cultural Activists of LA,” Kelley says.

Joan Weinstein, the deputy director of the Getty Foundation, invited them to come to the museum to talk. “We said, ‘Come to us,’” Kelley recalls. So they

met at Self-Help Graphics & Art, a 30-year-old alternative space in the East LA neighborhood of Boyle Heights. The “Place and Practice” conference

emerged out of that meeting.

“I had actually forgotten about the letter,” Weinstein says now. “The way it works is that we put out a call. We don’t tell museums what to do. The

programming comes from the community.”

But the symposium and other conversations about the representation of Chicano artists clearly had an effect. Nine of the initial research proposals the

Getty received in 2014 addressed Chicano artists. The final roster of shows includes 16 such shows, plus several thematic exhibitions that bring together

the work of Latin American and Chicano and Latino artists.

Pedro Arias’s La Marcha de la Reconquista Sacramento bound  (c. 1971). Courtesy of the photographer and the UCLA

Chicano Studies Research Center © Pedro Arias.

The conference also had among the largest attendance of any Getty-hosted symposium. “That was a room full of brown people,” Kelley notes, “which just

goes to show you: The problem isn’t attendance.”

Lowery Stokes Sims, the co-curator of the Craft and Folk Art Museum’s “The US-Mexico Border: Place, Imagination, Possibility

(http://www.cafam.org/exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions/),” which presents contemporary art about the border, says the event helped her and collaborator

“find a bridge between the work of Chicano artists in the 1970s and ‘80s and contemporary practitioners.” Their show includes work by Judy Baca, a

longtime LA icon, as well as that of younger artists like Julio César Morales (https://www.gallerywendinorris.com/julio-cesar-morales/), whose

Undocumented Interventions watercolors document desperate border crossing strategies, such as families hiding a child in a piñata or a cushion.

Beyond ‘Ethnic Art’ Shows

Notably, some curators who have long specialized in Chicano art have chosen to go the opposite direction for PST, casting a wider net to highlight themes

explored by both local and Latin American artists.

http://www.pacificstandardtime.org/en/exhibitions/exhibit/view/Surface-Tension-Ken-Gonzalez
http://www.cafam.org/exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions/
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Chon Noriega, the director of UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center (CSRC), consulted with directors and communication staff at the Getty, the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art (https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj8-

86Iqp3WAhWE34MKHcP8DgoQFggpMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lacma.org%2F&usg=AFQjCNFzszEKxyAp4BKJU6T7WgEmIzHdCw) (LACMA), and other

institutions in the lead-up to the first PST and the second. He and the CSRC also helped research and produce the catalogue for a show of Chicano

photographer Laura Aguilar’s work at the Vincent Price Museum, as well as an Autry Museum exhibition about La Raza, a magazine founded in 1967 in LA’s

Chicano community. But for the exhibition he curated himself, Noriega took a more open-ended approach.

Carmen Argote’s 720 Sq. Ft.: Household Mutations  (2010). © Carmen Argote, photo © Museum Associates/LACMA.

“Home—So Different, So Appealing,” which opened at the LACMA in May, includes works by 42 Latino and Latin American artists that grapple with the

idea of home and belonging. The show, organized in collaboration with Pilar Tompkins Rivas and Mari Carmen Ramírez of the Museum of Fine Arts,

Houston (https://www.google.com/url?

sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjH_Jzoqp3WAhVpxoMKHQZxCiIQFggpMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mfah.org%2F&usg=AFQjCNFtqm09KNXZe_mLt_bWhLl7vRveZA)

borders and time periods: Footage from 1974 of the late Chilean-American artist Gordon Matta Clark (http://www.artnet.com/artists/gordon-matta-clark/)

dissembling a house plays on a monitor next to beige carpeting that the LA-based, Mexican-American artist Carmen Argote

(http://www.artnet.com/artists/carmen-argote/biography) took from her childhood home and draped from the ceiling onto gallery floor. 

“‘Home’ was our attempt to move beyond the constricting framework for ‘ethnic art’ exhibitions—basically, you set up some premises about ethnic culture

and its art, then select artworks that il lustrate those premises,” Noriega says. “I’m not discounting the idea of a ‘Chicano art,’ since it is as valid as any art

category defined by identity, such as American art. It just seemed to me that in the current institutional environment, ethnic art exhibitions also became

complicit in reaffirming the exclusion that made them necessary.”

The Getty also sought to foster the kind of ambitious, border-crossing exhibition that Noriega wanted to create. In addition to the symposium focused on

Chicano art, the institution hosted a series of other conferences to help institutions prepare for PST, including one about how to effectively arrange loans

from Latin American museums. “Some institutions have never done that,” Weinstein says. “I think that will be one of the great accomplishments of Pacific

Standard Time, that Latin American and Latino art can be in dialogue with one another.”

Judithe Hernández’s The Purif ication (2013). © Judithe Hernández, courtesy Mil lard Sheets Art Center.

Toward a More Complicated Picture

To predict how much—or how little—these exhibitions might affect the lives and careers of Latino and Chicano artists, consider how the first PST affected

Patssi Valdez, a member of the 1970s activist performance group ASCO, which was the focus of one of the initiative’s most widely acclaimed exhibitions of

Chicano art. (All told, five exhibitions in 2011’s PST focused on the field.)

The show prompted other institutions to take an interest in ASCO—but often, they weren’t as enthusiastic about showing her more recent material. Valdez

now primarily works as a painter, making bold, surreally figurative domestic scenes. “I find it very interesting [that people are always interested in ASCO],

which is great and fine,” she says. “But I’m hoping someday that my paintings, too, will receive critical attention.”

Now, Valdez’s new work hangs alongside the old in a two-person PST show at the Millard Sheets Art Center, “Judithe Hernández and Patssi Valdez: One

Path Two Journeys (http://www.pacificstandardtime.org/en/exhibitions/exhibit/view/Hernandez-Valdez-One-Path).” Hernández, another sole female

member of a Chicano artist collective (Los Four), invited Valdez to participate in the show. Although they knew each other back in the late 1960s and ‘70s,

their friendship is newer, formed as both women learned to navigate the current LA landscape.
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Gerardo Velázquez, The Neglected Martyr  (1990). Photo by Fredrik Nilsen.

One of the lasting legacies of this edition of PST is likely to be the realization of just how much scholarship remains to be done on Latino and Chicano

artists. But the initiative has allowed some institutions to make a promising start.

One of PST’s more ambitious shows, “Axis Mundo: Queer Networks in Chicano LA (http://one.usc.edu/axis-mundo/),” a two-venue exhibition at MOCA’s

Pacific Design Center outpost and the ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives, explores 30 years of work by queer Chicano artists and their collaborators.

“We’ve been spending a lot of time in different storage facilities,” says the show’s co-curator C. Ondine Chavoya.

During the research phase, the ONE Archive significantly expanded its holdings related to Chicano art, which stands to benefit future scholars of the

material. (Artist-musician Gerardo Velazquez’s bandmates from Nervous Gender, the punk band he co-founded, donated his papers ahead of the opening,

for instance.)

But the process also revealed that institutions and audiences have a lot more to learn. “As we would talk about it, there was always this presumption that

it would be a small show,” Chavoya observes. “People would ask, ‘Is Felix Gonzalez Torres in your show?’” (Torres being queer, Latino, and famous.)

He is, in fact, not included. But 47 other artists are.

Follow artnet News (https://www.facebook.com/artnet) on Facebook: 
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Sarah Cascone (https://news.artnet.com/about/sarah-cascone-25), September 8, 2017
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An installation by Aldo at "29Rooms." Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

Perhaps nothing embodies the growing phenomena of art-as-social-media-photo-opp as “29Rooms,” online women’s magazine R

(http://www.refinery29.com/)efinery29 (http://www.refinery29.com/)’s fashion-forward take on an art fair/fun house. Now in its third year, the interactive

project takes place—as the title suggests—in 29 different “rooms.” Some feature audio components or require audience participation, such as reading or

painting. In others, visitors are invited to jump into a massive ball pit or share their dreams with singer Katrina Cunningham so she can transform them into

a song.

Taking over an empty Williamsburg warehouse for the weekend, the pop-up event promises to fil l your Instagram feed with colorful art subtly blended with

corporate branding. But in addition to entertaining, Refinery29 also aims to engage with political, social, and environmental causes.

 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/DSCN9295.jpg)

An installation from Planned Parenthood at “29Rooms.” Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

“We wanted to present more thought-provoking issues this year,” said Albie Alexander Hueston, the company’s creative director of experiential, during a

preview of the exhibition. (Hueston organized the event with Refinery29 co-founder and executive creative director Piera Gelardi.)

To that end, this iteration of “29Rooms” features a neon light display from Planned Parenthood. The nonprofit organization hopes it will “help to educate

people about the services we provide and inspire them to act to protect their access to sexual reproductive healthcare and rights,” Caren Spruch, Planned

Parenthood’s director of arts and entertainment, told artnet News.

 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/DSCN9302.jpg)

An installation from the Women’s March at “29Rooms.” Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

“Refinery29 makes content for women every day, and our alignment with Planned Parenthood is very important to us,” explained Hueston.

On a similar note, the Women’s March also has a room, featuring many of the protest signs and artworks carried around the world during the January 21

protests, including Shepard Fairey (http://www.artnet.com/artists/shepard-fairey/)‘s posters. “We wanted to turn activism into art,” said Hueston, noting

that guests will have the chance to mail postcards expressing their opinions to their government representatives.

http://www.refinery29.com/
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 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/DSCN9300.jpg)

Jee Young Lee in her installation made of recycled materials at “29Rooms.” Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

Environmental concerns come to the fore in the work of Jee Young Lee, who collected 9,800 bottles, 1,500 wine corks, and other assorted trash from the

streets of New York to create her seascape installation, with a boat that guests are invited to sit in. “We waste so many things,” the artist said, noting that

she was inspired by pollution.

Transparent creator Jill Soloway has teamed up with artist Xavier Schipani to explore the topic of gender identity. The stalls in a recreation of a school

bathroom—decorated by Schipani with illustrations about gender—become listening pods to hear recordings from various people recalling the first time

they became aware of their gender identity.

 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/DSCN9306.jpg)

An installation by Jil l  Soloway and artist Xavier Schipani at “29Rooms.” Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

For those frustrated by the current administration’s approach to these issues, we suggest taking a swing at the punching bags in “The Future Is Female”

room, decorated with feminist slogans by illustrator Jen Mussari. With each contact, percussive sounds from electronic musician Madame Ghandi ring out,

creating a punch-driven cacophony.

With contributions from Dunkin’ Donuts and the Casper mattress company displayed alongside such thoughtful contributions, striking a balance between

artistry and corporate branding is no easy task. Thankfully, most of the rooms have no connection to commercial interests, allowing the art and

interactivity to shine.

 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/DSCN9320.jpg)

Il lustrator Jen Mussari in her “The Future Is Female” installation at “29Rooms.” Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

In addition to featuring contributions from celebrities like Jake Gyllenhaal and Emma Roberts—a cathartic shredding of your secrets inspired by

Gyllenhaal’s upcoming film Stronger, and a celebration of female authors from Roberts and book community Bellatrist founder Karah Priess—Refinery29

has enlisted plenty of artists to take part.

Near the entrance, there’s sure to be long lines to take a photo with the optically jarring work of Alexa Meade, who paints entire sets, including the people

in them, to create the illusion of an 2-D painting. “People are being able to physically immersed in the work,” Meade said, taking a break from outfitting

visitors in her hand-painted jackets and sunglasses so they could pose in the brightly colored space.

 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/DSCN9288.jpg)

Artist Alexa Meade in her painted installation at “29Rooms.” Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

Jonathan Rosen, one of the hits of this year’s SPRING/BREAK Art Show, has again created a selfie-ready mirror artwork, with each photograph capturing

one of a constant stream of adjectives. Here, the words are taken from a poem by Ashlee Haze about “how we see our body and acceptance of our body,”

according to the artist.

Benjamin Shine, known for his stunning fashion displays crafted from expertly manipulated tulle, has created a stunning double portrait of twin sisters and

singers Chloe x Halle, proteges of Beyoncé, in a thin wire mesh. Suspended from the ceiling and rotating, the ethereal work is paired with headphones

playing a song recorded by the duo for the occasion in celebration of sisterhood. “It kind of looks like smoke, but you can’t really see what it is until you’re

fully in front of it,” noted Hueston.

 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/DSCN9322.jpg)

An installation from the Art of Elysium at “29Rooms.” Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

You can make the art yourself with the Art of Elysium (http://www.theartofelysium.org/), which enlists artists to work with the sick, the homeless, veterans,

and other communities in need. Their room is giant stack of Japanese lanterns, on which visitors are invited to paint messages of hope. “It’s a therapeutic

moment to experience the creative process,” vice president of development Allison Beck said.

Although the back area still takes the “rooms” concept fairly literally, there’s a different feel at the exhibition entrance. “When we walked into the space,

the first thing that we thought was ‘sculpture garden,'” said Hueston. Freestanding works like a giant red womb enclosure featuring spoken poetry from

Cleo Wade, fashion designer Jason Wu’s mobile-inspired collaboration with Cadillac, and Maisie Cousin’s “Erotica in Bloom,” a giant floral chandelier,

make for a dramatic entryway.

 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/image001.jpg)

An installation by Benjamin Shine, featuring Chloe x Halle, at 29Rooms. Courtesy of Benjamin Shine.

After two years of out-of-control lines, Refinery29 has wisely opted to sell $19 tickets to the formerly free event, meaning there’s no longer any need to

camp out on the streets of Brooklyn for hours in order to get that perfect Instagram moment—tickets have sold out, naturally. (A portion of the profits will

go to the exhibition’s non-profit partners, Refinery29 promises.)
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In many ways, “29Rooms” feels like art for social media’s sake, and it certainly stands apart from the museums and galleries of the world. But there’s no

denying that it’s fun.

 (https://news.artnet.com/app/news-upload/2017/09/DSCN9313.jpg)

An installation from Symmetry Labs at “29Rooms.” Courtesy of Sarah Cascone.

“It’s like a melting pot for creativity,” said Hueston. “We want to create something joyful.”

“29Rooms” is on view at 106 Wythe Avenue, Williamsburg, Brooklyn, September 8–11, 2017.
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#BuenosDíasLA: Dejando huella a través de murales
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La exposición "Tensión SuperScial" del artista Ken Gonzáles-Day destaca lo mejor de Los Ángeles
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Los Ángeles es una ciudad de murales. Desde la punta norte del Valle de San Fernando hasta los
alcances sureños de San Pedro, el arte vive en las calles.

Como parte de la celebración artística Paci2c Standard Time: LA/LA
(http://www.paci2cstandardtime.org/), el artista interdisciplinario Ken Gonzáles-Day colaboró con el
Centro Cultural Skirball en una exhibición que destaca tanto la fotografía del artista como el arte de la
ciudad.

Gonzáles-Day viajó por todo Los Ángeles durante 10 meses, tomando fotografías del arte callejero. Al
Snal, desarrolló un catálogo de imágenes que incluyen una amplia gama de artistas, capturando la
escencia de los vecindarios donde se ubican.

Sus fotografías van más allá de los famosos centros de murales en el Distrito de las Artes y Fairfax para
arrojar luz sobre esos que suelen pasar desapercibidos, como  el retrato tamaño pared del actor Danny
Trejo hecho por Levi Ponce en Pacoima.

Ubicación: 2701 N. Sepulveda Blvd, Los Ángeles, CA 90049
Fechas programadas:  6 de octubre de 2017 – 25 de febrero de 2018

Hoy en Los Ángeles
Más de 90,000 personas en el sur de Los Ángeles se pueden convertir en ciudadanos y no lo han hecho
todavía. Por ello, Angélica Salas, directora de CHIRLA, y el concejal Curren Price inauguraron una clínica
de ayuda legal en las oScinas del distrito 9, localizadas al sur de la calle Central en el número 4301
(https://laopinion.com/2017/08/16/abren-centro-de-ayuda-legal-a-bajo-costo-para-inmigrantes/).

Bajo la premisa de que “nada detiene una bala mejor que un trabajo”, Homeboy Industries ha ayudado a
cientos de pandilleros (https://laopinion.com/2017/08/16/father-greg-el-jesuita-que-nunca-dio-la-
espalda-a-los-pandilleros-de-la/) a aprender un oScio; estudiar; trabajar en diversos negocios —como la
popular cafetería Homegirl; participar en clases de control de ira, y lo que es más importante, dejar de
herirse.

Un hombre intentó violar a una mujer en frente de su departamento en Van Nuys
(https://laopinion.com/2017/08/16/video-varios-presencian-intento-de-violacion-y-nadie-ayuda-a-la-
victima/) el pasado Sn de semana. Varios testigos pasaron por la escena del crimen, pero ninguno se
detuvo para ayudar a la víctima. Las autoridades piden el apoyo de la comunidad para dar con el
sospechoso.
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Suscríbase a nuestro boletín de noticias locales para que te mantengas informado de las últimas
novedades noticiosas de nuestra ciudad, sobre eventos importantes, alertas, espectáculos gratuitos,
conciertos, curiosidades y mucho más. Haz clic en este enlace (https://laopinion.com/newsletter/?

https://laopinion.com/newsletter/?utm_source=BuenosDias


utm_source=BuenosDias).

Estado del tiempo
Tendremos una máxima de 79°F (https://weather.com/weather/today/l/USCA0638:1:US) y mínima de
65°F en el centro de Los Ángeles.

Transporte
Un choque automovilístico ha ocasionado demoras de hasta 30 minutos en la autopista 710 rumbo al
norte, desde la autopista 5 hasta la autopista 105. Procure revisar las condiciones de tránsito antes de
emprender su viaje de esta mañana y esta tarde.

Se reportan demoras de hasta 10 minutos en la línea Blue rumbo al sur. Procure estar al tanto de las
demoras en las líneas de tren y autobús dándole clic aquí (https://twitter.com/metrolaalerts).

Tuit del día

Thousands march in Charlottesville against racism and violence 
lat.ms/2wcz5JM
4:25 - 17 ago. 2017
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Video del día

laopinionla Verified Follow

¡Queremos escuchar su voz!
Esta sección es para usted. Si tiene alguna información comunitaria o quiere enviarnos fechas de
eventos, cumpleaños, bodas, críticas o correcciones, escriba un correo a vivela@laopinion.com. Síganos
en Twitter en @LaOpinionLA (https://twitter.com/laopinionla), y no olvide visitar el hashtag
#BuenosDíasLA en Twitter y Facebook.

Si le gusta esta sección, compártala con un amigo o familiar y pídale que se inscriba a nuestro
newsletter.

Recibe gratis las noticias de Los Ángeles diariamente en tu email
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Candidatos a gobernador de California tienen su
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Hay dinero disponible para ayudar a los jóvenes DACA
sin... (https://laopinion.com/2017/09/13/jovenes-daca-
sin-dinero-para-pagar-la-renovacion-encuentran-alivio-
en-donativos/)

Las mejores 5 opciones de shampoo para el
cabello dañado (https://laopinion.com/guia-de-
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cabello-danado/)
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Comentarios

Los Angeles se mira en el espejo de su arte callejero
Murales y graffitis son los protagonistas de una exposición fotográfica de Ken Gonzales-Day en el centro
cultural Skirball.

por David Villafranca

Murales y graffitis son los protagonistas de una exposición fotográfica de Ken Gonzales-Day en el centro cultural Skirball de Los Angeles, Estados Unidos, que traza un
mapa sobre el arte callejero de la ciudad californiana y sobre la identidad cosmopolita y multiétnica de su población.

Bajo el título “Surface Tension” (Tensión superficial), esta muestra con más de 140 imágenes forma parte de Pacific Standard Time: LA / LA, una ambiciosa iniciativa
cultural que se inauguró en septiembre y que une a 70 instituciones en el sur de California para estudiar las conexiones artísticas y sociales de Latinoamérica con Los
Angeles.
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“Estas imágenes te piden que frenes, que mires lo que está pasando y que pienses sobre el esfuerzo humano detrás de la obra y la experiencia humana de la historia
que está contando”, dijo a EFE el artista multidisciplinar Ken Gonzales-Day, quien subrayó la naturaleza singular del arte callejero y su especial significado en Los
Ángeles.

Enormes murales reivindicativos, obras que homenajean a iconos del cine y de la música o pinturas que sirven como anuncios comerciales son sólo algunos de los
ejemplos del arte callejero que ha capturado Gonzales-Day tras patearse la ciudad.

Así, aparecen ejemplos de arte callejero del barrio chicano de Boyle Heights, de la zonas “hipster” de Silver Lake y Echo Park, o de las comunidades afroamericanas de
Watts y Leimert Park.

“Tenemos un museo vivo en la ciudad”, argumentó Gonzales-Day, quien acompañó sus fotografías con un gran mapa pintado sobre el suelo del museo para relacionar
las concepciones artísticas y geográficas de su trabajo.

El artista subrayó la naturaleza cambiante y “fluida” del arte callejero, que se pinta, se borra, se restaura y se modifica constantemente y que, además, “es juzgado cada
día” por los ciudadanos.

De la misma forma, Gonzales-Day enfatizó los contrastes en los cuáles se crea el arte callejero, a caballo entre el espacio público y privado, y entre la iniciativa oficial y
la expresión espontánea.

Los motivos de las obras representadas en la colección son variados, aunque abundan los temas políticos y reivindicativos especialmente entre los artistas latinos, que
continuaron así con la rica tradición del muralismo mexicano e inspiraron a otros creadores de Los Ángeles.

“Creo que esa estrategia (de los chicanos) de crear una representación visual que incluye un mensaje político fue adaptada por otras comunidades de Los Ángeles en
sus propias formas”, comentó Gonzales-Day.

Así, en la exposición aparecen proclamas ecologistas, recuerdos a revueltas como las de “Zoot Suit”, críticas a los medios de comunicación o expresiones identitarias de
todo tipo.

Pero junto a este tipo de murales también figuran algunos de corte más abstracto y otros que retratan a figuras del mundo de las artes y el espectáculo como Elvis
Presley, los Beatles, Marilyn Monroe, Dennis Hopper, Jim Morrison (The Doors), Frida Kahlo o Charles Chaplin.

Con una relación muy detallada de los muros, puentes, rincones, avenidas o plazas en los que se ubican cada una de las obras callejeras de la exposición, Gonzales-Day
confía en que la gente se atreva a dejar el coche y a explorar Los Ángeles, una ciudad que, popularmente, es conocida por ser un territorio hostil para los
peatones.”Para apreciar la completa riqueza de las imágenes que ves aquí tienes que ir a los barrios. No puedes verlas desde la autopista”, aseguró.

Y en el mismo sentido, la comisaria de la exposición, Laura Mart, dijo que ojalá esta exposición sirva para reflejar la compleja identidad de Los Ángeles y para rechazar
el estereotipo de esta ciudad como sólo un lugar de “sol, palmeras y playa”.

EFE.
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2018/)

Un calendario de publicaciones que se lanza con todo para
seguir pensando el campo feminista, que tiene a la crónica
como gran productora, que apuesta por la contracultura y
que trae novedades de Mario Vargas Llosa, Tulio Halperin
Donghi y Beatriz Sarlo, componen el mapa de novedades
de este 2018, en el que tampoco faltarán piezas raras e
inéditos en castellano.
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fotografica-de-charly-garcia-en-pinamar/)

El fotógrafo Maximiliano Vernazza exhibe este verano en
Pinamar una serie de imágenes del gran artista musical
Charly García.
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Se trata de las presentaciones en el marco del ciclo "Verano
Planeta en el MAR". Esta temporada será la vigésima
primera edición ininterrumpida en Mar del Plata y Pinamar.
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Ken Gonzales-Day, Untitled #15, 1996, courtesy of the
artist and Luis De Jesus Los Angeles.
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The singularly remarkable thing about Ken
Gonzales-Day’s re-creation of his breakthrough
1993-96 photographic project, “Bone-Grass
Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River,” is
the infinitely expansive temporal envelope it
seems to occupy. This is more than partially by
design in that it appropriates literary tropes and
motives of 19th century frontier novels to serve
a much larger conceptual and cultural
conversation. That such a conversation might
be no less relevant and possibly even more
urgent today, though, could scarcely have been
anticipated when the work was being made.
Now, against a backdrop of seismic human
migration and planetary change, it seems as if
the project could have been made 60 years ago
or just yesterday.

Ken Gonzales-Day, Untitled #27, 1996, courtesy of the artist
and Luis De Jesus Los Angeles.

Conceivably at the time it was made, the work
addressed notions of cultural narrative and
cultural/social identity, and the oppressiveness
of historically predetermined norms and
institutionalized ignorance. Today the
conversation seems much broader and more
fundamental—and the gallery’s installation
reinforces this sense. The first gallery is styled
as a kind of drawing room, the photographs
hung in a gracefully uncluttered salon-style
grouping. Selected portraits are set off by
themselves, as if they were family and ancestral
portraits. Half of these are against walls painted
French blue, the others against a faux
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wallpaper-style mural-map of historic and
cultural landmarks of the Conejos River/Rio
Grande/Four Corners basin that extends across
the Southwest—a region where Meso-
American and North American indigenous
peoples once crossed and commingled and
variously repelled, endured or were nearly
exterminated by invading European armies,
only to contend finally with the Anglo-American
dominant forces of the United States
government, whose rapacious appetite for the
land’s resources can never be satiated. 

Ken Gonzales-Day, Bone-Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the
Conejos River, installation view, courtesy of Luis De Jesus Los

Angeles.

The installation also plays out notions of
domestication and historicization through
the souvenirs, escutcheons and personal
memorials that trace a genealogy or
ancestral history, all helping to frame the
fragmentary personal creation myth so many
of us take away from our childhoods—our
first, albeit usually inchoate, sense of identity
and origin. Gonzales-Day underscores a
quality that is rarely acknowledged by
subject or image-maker—a composure in
which the subject is usually partially
complicit. ‘Remember me/this,’ the poser
silently implores. Suppressed to one degree
or another is the more complicated actuality
from which such moments are fabricated.
The traces that survive are intriguing and
delightful, e.g., an ostensibly ancestral
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señorita, whose dance, in a busy 18th or
19th century village market fiesta (Untitled,
#36, 1996), is clearly hers alone, with only a
few musicians paying her much attention.

Gonzales-Day both acknowledges that
suppression and carries it forward to the
surface/present by inserting his own image,
variously posed and costumed, into these
settings, both staged and culled from historical
artifacts and memorabilia. All the characters
depicted are embodied by the artist himself,
from the progenitor “bone-grass boy”—a
bather along the lines of a proto-symbolist
Cezanne or Picasso (Untitled, #13, 1994), to his
brother, sister or lover (Untitled, #28 and #14,
both 1996), to the face of the ancestral señorita
from #36, to the portrait of an aristocratic doña
who might never have left Spain (Untitled, #5,
1996). 

Ken Gonzales-Day, Bone-Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the
Conejos River, installation view, courtesy of Luis De Jesus Los

Angeles.

At some point, Gonzales-Day made a decision
to extend the narrative to reflect something of
the colonial drama that propelled such
ancestors across an entire region of the
American Southwest to include images of the
conflict and actual violence that played out in
this migration. A second gallery presents
Gonzales-Day’s frequently guignol re-
enactments—from Cain-Abel fratricide to a
sword-wielding don, and mob-style executions.
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He goes still further with his embodiment of
these characters by giving them names
(‘Nepomuceno’ and ‘Ramoncita’) and
memorializing their fictional anecdotes:
Ramoncita Gonzales’ memoir, The Bone-Grass
Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River,
bears the Charles Scribner’s Sons imprint with
a publication date of “1892.” He incorporates
the gender blur of the series by introducing the
concept (naturally in the “Foreword” written by
Ken Gonzales-Day himself) of the berdache, or
(as Gonzales-Day defines it) “two-spirit
person.” A selection of the pages of this “found
memoir,” which Gonzales-Day characterizes as
a “never-made,” are displayed in deliberate
proximity to the images of theatricalized
violence. 

At the center of the gallery is a severed head—
a gory theatrical prop, with faux blood and
vasculature. It’s almost a reversal of Gonzales-
Day’s “Erased Lynchings” series from the early
2000s—as if the flatness of the photography,
with Ramoncita’s cartoon-squiggle Empire-
style helmet hair and the ancient doña and
Nepomuceno’s frontier daguerrotype-portrait
demanded a three-dimensional response. It
doesn’t—but given the character of the present
moment, we can understand why it might not
be entirely unexpected.
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The year was 1935 and Joaquín

Torres-García had had enough.

With fascism on the rise

throughout Europe, the art

world was preoccupied by petty
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and figurative camps. That year,

the multifaceted artist left

France to return to his native
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AA France to return to his native

Uruguay, eager to quash

misguided essentialist European

delusions of ethnic, cultural and

artistic purity by writing a

manifesto that initiated a new

philosophy he called the "School

of the South." He announced

that his movement's guiding

cardinal direction would be

south rather than north,

articulating a new way of

thinking about Latin American

art, and the world. To further

illustrate his point, he

irreverently flipped a map of

South America on its head.

Torres-García's simple ink

drawing, called América

Invertida, captured the spirit of

other iconic Latin American

artists who'd also returned

home from places like New York

and Paris to forge an artistic

identity in a newfound pride in

their cultural and aesthetic

heritage. They would become

the pillars of Latin American art.

Torres-García challenged U.S.

and European dominance over

Latin America and proposed

creating a uniquely Latin

American perspective and

http://www.wordsinspace.net/urban-media-archaeology/2011-fall/2011/11/30/inverted-map-of-south-america/


American perspective and

aesthetic that honored the

region's indigenous roots while

drawing connections between

pre-Columbian art and

European modernism. Refusing

to grant privilege to Western

traditions, he proclaimed,

"There should be no north for

us. From now on, the elongated

tip of South America will point

insistently to the south, our

north."

Eighty-two years later, as the

world rocks on its political and

moral poles once again, Los

Angeles shifts its attention to a

dazzlingly expansive,

interconnected series of

exhibitions by Latin American

artists in the latest and largest

iteration of the Getty's Pacific

Standard Time initiative. Over

the course of several months,

and in institutions from Santa

Four Latinx Artists on Inspiration,
Creation and Identity, in Their Own
Words

Chicano Art Icon Carlos Almaraz
Was the Ultimate Shapeshifter
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and in institutions from Santa

Barbara to San Diego, PST:

LA/LA, as it's been titled,

features art and artists from

across Latin America that

illuminate the region's historical

legacies, from pre-Columbian to

contemporary, across all

mediums and disciplines.

The scheduled shows,

performances and other events

present the possibility for

adventure, but they also pose an

impossible-to-answer question:

What is Latin American art?

Better yet, what constitutes

Latin America?

The idea of Latin America,

according to renowned

Argentine semiotician Walter

Mignolo, is an outdated project

of nation-building that belonged

to 19th-century Europe and that

homogenizes as it subdivides

the Americas.

PST: LA/LA attempts to break

up homogenizing notions of

what Latin American art is and

who Latin American artists are.

Emigdio Vasquez, El Proletariado de Aztlán (detail),

http://www.pacificstandardtime.org/


"One thing I've found after all

these years, when you're looking

at a whole hemisphere, there is

no way to sum it up. There are

many things that join us, but

there are so many stories to tell.

It's vast," says Pilar Tompkins

Rivas, director of the Vincent

Price Art Museum.

Tompkins Rivas, who was part

of the brain trust that conceived

of PST, acknowledges that

mounting such a massive

venture was daunting, but also

that it felt necessary in Los

Angeles. "Finding a curatorial

focus has been tricky because of

the challenge of figuring out

what is Latin American art and

what isn't," she says.

Emigdio Vasquez, El Proletariado de Aztlán (detail),
1979. Acrylic on plaster. 8’ x 40’. Chapman University
Art Collections.

Jessica Bocinski

Artists are excellent
dumpster divers. They
dive into family troves
and trash cans, chase

long-winded tangents in
oral-histories, sort

through the detritus of
popular culture and use

found materials in
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"Latino," and all of its

hyphenated subcategories,

refers to a person in the United

States with ancestors from a

Latin American country. In

simplest terms, Latin Americans

live in Latin America and Latin

American art is made there.

However, the differences are

more complex and nuanced

than just one's geographic

relation to the U.S.-Mexico

border. Linguistic and cultural

variances — not to mention very

different histories — have led to

contention as well as dialogue

between U.S. Latinos and Latin

Americans.

Historically, Latinos living in the

United States have been

excluded from participating in

discourse on Latin American art.

For instance, it's only been

recently that the Museum of

Latin American Art (MOLAA) in

Long Beach has begun featuring

Chicana/o and Latina/o artists.

Though MOLAA, founded in

1996, is "the only museum in the

found materials in
multidisciplinary

projects.

https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.laweekly.com%2Farts%2Fthe-gettys-massive-latin-american-arts-initiative-pst-la-la-launches-in-southern-california-8638456
https://twitter.com/share?text=Artists%20are%20excellent%20dumpster%20divers.%20They%20dive%20into%20family%20troves%20and%20trash%20cans,...+&url=http://www.laweekly.com/arts/the-gettys-massive-latin-american-arts-initiative-pst-la-la-launches-in-southern-california-8638456&via=LAWeeklyArts
http://www.laweekly.com/arts/the-gettys-massive-latin-american-arts-initiative-pst-la-la-launches-in-southern-california-8638456#


1996, is "the only museum in the

United States dedicated to

modern and contemporary

Latin American art," it didn't

break its own unspoken "no

Chicanos" rule until 2015, when

it presented "Somewhere Over

El Arco Iris: Chicano

Landscapes 1971-2015," its first

exhibition featuring Chicano

artists.

Chicana/o artists who came out

of the Chicano Movement in the

1960s and '70s pushed back

against art-world exclusion,

taking the fight directly to its

most venerable institutions. In

1972, the Chicano art troupe

ASCO famously spray-painted

LACMA's pristine white walls to

protest a curator who'd said that

Chicanos were incapable of

making anything besides folk

art.

Shizu Saldamando, Josué and Tamara, 2014.
Colored pencil and spray paint on paper, 25" x 32"

http://www.laweekly.com/event/somewhere-over-el-arco-iris-chicano-landscapes-1971-2015-6030810
https://images1.laweekly.com/imager/u/original/8638530/josu_and_tamara-2.jpg


Chicanos and Latinos are well

represented in the shows that

make up PST: LA/LA, which is

fitting, since they've played an

essential role in establishing

Latin American art as a category

of growing relevance in the

United States and within

American art — especially in Los

Angeles. And now, as those

heritages converge on L.A. in

PST's more than 70 museum

exhibits and gallery shows, it's

possible to contemplate the

Latin American experience via

broad historic exhibitions as

well as solo and group shows

that offer more personal

glimpses into the complexities

of Latin American life and

culture.

A mining of the past is thematic

in many of PST's shows. As it

turns out, artists are excellent

dumpster divers. They dig into

all kinds of official and

unofficial archives. They dive

into family troves and trash

cans, chase long-winded

tangents in oral histories, sort

through the detritus of popular

culture and use found materials

Courtesy Japanese American National Museum



culture and use found materials

in multidisciplinary projects.

Ken Gonzales-Day's exhibit

"Bone-Grass Boy: The Secret

Banks of the Conejos River" at

Luis De Jesus Los Angeles in

Culver City (through Oct. 28) is

the product of such excavations.

Tracing his family back to 16th-

century New Mexico, the Los

Angeles artist learns about his

complicated genealogy and

writes his family history as if it

were a novel in which his

ancestors are the characters.

The exhibit, which runs as a

complementary show to PST,

features photographs of the

artist posing as each character,

both male and female. Most

prominently, he performs the

role of Ramoncita, a "two-

spirited" Zuni woman of New

Mexico wearing Spanish

colonial garb.

Gonzales-Day notes that while

this project was important to his

developing interest in racial

violence, it was not well

received by Latino artists or

queer artists when it debuted

more than 20 years ago. Though

it was an attempt to bridge all

https://luisdejesus.com/exhib_dtl.php?sid=124


it was an attempt to bridge all

parts of his identity,

conversations about queerness

and Latino identity rarely

intersected. White gay rights

activists and artists struggled to

talk about race while Latinos

and Chicanos often remained

entrenched in homophobia and

machismo. "I did this in the

early '90s when people were still

dying of AIDS," Gonzales-Day

says. "There was nowhere to

find myself. It was an act of

resistance, an attempt to create

a space for myself." In the realm

of PST, the show has found its

place.

For the exhibition "A Universal

History of Infamy" — a title

borrowed from one of Argentine

author Jorge Luis Borges'

earliest works of fiction — artists

from Guatemala, Chile, Mexico

and the United States translate

Ken Gonzales-Day, detail from "The Bone-Grass
Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River." 1993-
1996.

Courtesy Luis de Jesus Gallery

http://www.lacma.org/art/exhibition/universal-history-infamy
https://images1.laweekly.com/imager/u/original/8639879/bgb36.jpg


and the United States translate

archival research into elaborate,

multimedia installations and

performances. "Infamy" consists

of three exhibits taking place at

three different sites: LACMA,

18th Street Arts Center and the

Charles White Gallery.

One of the featured artists is

Vincent Ramos, a meticulous

researcher and unofficial

archivist, who set out to recover

Mexican-American entertainers

and athletes from the

whitewashed annals of

American popular culture. By

drawing their portraits and

layering or surrounding them

with collected items including

records, ceramic figurines and

news clippings to the point that

their countenances are nearly

drowned out, Ramos gives them

historical context. "I've always

experienced that people from

outside our culture think we live

in a vacuum or a completely

different world that has nothing

to do with their own," Ramos

says. "But we are also American

and we experience pop culture.

It's where cultural fusion takes

place."



Despite tendencies to flatten

Latino and Latin American art

so it will conform to folkloric or

exotic tropes, Latin American

artists have long existed and

operated in an increasingly

sophisticated — though often

brutal — globalized world.

Despite whatever nationalist

zeitgeist, revolution or civil war

may have swept any given

country, not even iron-fisted

military dictatorships have fully

isolated or made Latin America

immune to larger global forces,

such as the United States'

economic and political influence

over the region.

In their collaborative

installation "Mutate" at Monte

Vista Projects, artists Leonardo

González (Honduras), Martón

Robinson (Costa Rica) and Paul

Rosero Contreras (Ecuador)

point out how bananas,

chocolate and coffee — all

common staples in the

American diet — are directly

linked to Central and South

American plantations,

particularly in Ecuador and

Honduras. However, as the

http://www.montevistaprojects.com/


United States has failed to cope

with the immigrant influx that is

a consequence of the severe

economic disparities

perpetuated by U.S. foreign

policy, the artists reveal an

American cultural obsession

with "consuming dark

immigrant bodies" in food and

sports.

The critical nature of much of

the work often causes it to

intersect with social activism,

another major theme in PST:

LA/LA. For Colombian artist

Carolina Caycedo, access to

water is what led her to make

Vincent Ramos, Obliteration Poem (Gauguin Along
the Rio Grande), 2017. Mixed media on paper, from
installation comprised of 50 drawings and ephemeral
materials, 14" × 17".

Courtesy Vincent Ramos

http://carolinacaycedo.com/
https://images1.laweekly.com/imager/u/original/8638509/ex8398_14_1_49.jpg


water is what led her to make

work that pushes into the

territory of activism. Caycedo's

project "Be Dammed" can be

experienced in two iterations,

one as part of LACMA's "A

Universal History of Infamy"

and another at the Koreatown

gallery Commonwealth &

Council. Both consist of

sculpture and video installations

as well as artist books that map

and document river

communities in Colombia and

Brazil and their battle against

mining companies and

hydroelectric plants.

The political climates in the

countries Caycedo focuses on in

her work, where outspoken

environmentalists are

assassinated with impunity,

bleed into her projects. Though

Caycedo does not self-identify

as an activist, she believes that

her choice to be an artist as a

Latin American woman, mother

and immigrant in a white, male-

dominated art world is in itself a

radical act. She says she is an

artist who practices activism

using the tools of art. "Artists

have much to contribute. Just

http://carolinacaycedo.com/be-dammed-ongoing-project
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have much to contribute. Just

like a lawyer or youth against

riot police, we also have a role

within the political," Caycedo

says.

For Caycedo, it is Los Angeles'

de-centered layout and its many

distinct neighborhoods that

make it a fluid and inviting city.

Instead of thinking of L.A. as a

single central unit, she thinks of

it as "a portal that allows entry

and movement to many people

and cultures from many places."

SHOW ME

HOW

Danny mural by Levi Ponce, Van Nuys Boulevard,
Pacoima, 2016. Part of Skirball Cultural Center's
Gonzales-Day solo exhibition, "Surface Tension:
Murals, Signs and Mark-Making in L.A"

Ken Gonzales-Day

https://www.skirball.org/exhibitions/surface-tension-ken-gonzales-day


She adds, "It's a very special

place not only because of its

proximity to the border but

because it also contains so

many other borders."

Ultimately, Los Angeles can be

understood as an inseparable

part of Latin America, as well as

a part of a much older entity

that encompassed thriving

indigenous communities for

millennia. For centuries, before

the Mexican American war of

1848, L.A. was Spanish. Then it

became a Mexican territory. We

see this identity emblazoned on

L.A.'s streets, in name and

design, in our architecture and,

inevitably, in the demographic

makeup of our city. Though its

indigenous and Euro-colonial

DNA will always remain, the

infusion of so many cultures

from all over the world has

transformed L.A. into a new,

more complex creature, one that

encourages contemplation of

multiple broad historical

narratives as they lay — shared,

overlapping and sometimes

conflicting. As PST visitors

emerge from these narratives,

they may find themselves



they may find themselves

wondering which way is north.
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Ken Gonzales-Day, “Untitled #28,”(1996)
Bone-Grass Boy Series, C-Print, 22 ½ x 34 ¼
inches (image courtesy of the artist and Luis
De Jesus Los Angeles)

LOS ANGELES — Created almost
entirely during the 1990s, Ken
Gonzales-Day’s exhibition Bone-
Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the
Conejos River is historical, yet

urgently timely. Using methods of appropriation and costumed self-portraiture
associated with the Pictures Generation, Gonzales-Day was busy in the close of the
20th century stacking dynamite at the door of the white art canon. Exemplary of
this effort is the photograph “Untitled #27” (1996), in which he poses wearing
pearls and a wig, one nipple exposed, in a blue dress reminiscent of Ingres’s portrait
of Princesse Albert de Broglie (1853) — one of several references to the French
master in this show. Other pictures echo Goya’s Black Paintings, such as “Untitled
#31” and “Untitled #30” (both works 1996), and Cezanne, and Caravaggio as well.
Gonzales-Day came out as gay amidst the devastation wrought by AIDS, referenced
by his version of Cezanne’s bather who stands before an adobe hut, torso covered
in Kaposi sarcoma lesions: “Untitled #13,” (1994). The sepia-hued images have a

ART

An Artist Reimagines His Ancestors
Through Costumed Self-Portraits
What separates Ken Gonzales-Day’s exhibition Bone-Grass Boy
from the mass of artwork addressing the politics of
representation is its investment in intimate autobiography.
Daniel Gerwin October 20, 2017

https://luisdejesus.com/exhib_dtl.php?sid=124
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/pcgn/hd_pcgn.htm
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/1975.1.186/
https://hyperallergic.com/
https://hyperallergic.com/reviews/art/
https://hyperallergic.com/author/daniel-gerwin/
https://hyperallergic.com/date/2017/10/20/


Ken Gonzales-Day, “Untitled #27” (1996)
Bone-Grass Boy Series, C-Print, 37 ½ x 26 ½
inches (mage courtesy of the artist and Luis
De Jesus, Los Angeles)

Installation view of Ken Gonzales-Day: Bone-
Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River
2017 (all installation images courtesy of Luis
De Jesus, Los Angeles)

Installation view of Ken Gonzales-Day: Bone-
Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River,
2017

seductively funky quality owing to their construction with the now archaic
Photoshop 2.5 and Quark image manipulation software, and despite this primitive
technology, they harbor a reticent beauty.

The linchpin of the show is a fictional text
Gonzales-Day created from 1993 to 1996 but
revisited in 2017. It traces the life of
Ramoncita, a two-spirit person, from her
early life as a naive indentured servant, all
the way to old age as a self-actualized artist.

The story is set during the Mexican-American War and involves one other central
character, Nepomuceno, a New Mexican who fights on the Mexican side and is
forced to secret himself home after the U.S. victory. The book is presented as an
historical artifact, with a selection of pages available for reading in the form of
framed photographs filling an entire wall of the back room. Many images in the
gallery’s front were originally made as illustrations for the book, in which they also
appear.

The power of this work lies in its
ghostly sensuality. But what
separates it from the mass of artwork
addressing the politics of
representation is its investment in
intimate autobiography. The fictional
characters are linked to the artist’s
actual ancestors — Gonzales-Day
researched his family back to 1599,
revealing the tangled ethno-cultural
mix from which he descends. The
blending of his actual roots with an
invented narrative yields moving

specificity. Half the front room is hung salon style, like a family portrait wall,
prominently featuring Ramoncita. Around the corner, the drawing “Family Tree”
(2017) is just what it sounds like: a traditional rendering of Gonzales-Day’s
genealogy, containing fascinating details. Among the oldest names listed is Luis de
Carvajal, the Younger, who in 1596 was burned at the stake in Mexico City with nine
family members for practicing Judaism.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-spirit
https://www.history.com/topics/mexican-american-war


Installation view of Ken Gonzales-Day: Bone-
Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River,
2017

Installation view of Ken Gonzales-Day: Bone-
Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River,
2017

Ken Gonzales-Day, “Untitled #13” (1994)
Bone-Grass Boy Series, C-Print, 14 ¾ x 23 ¼
inches (image courtesy of the artist and Luis
De Jesus Los Angeles)

This exhibit is Luis De Jesus’s
contribution to Pacific Standard
Time: LA/LA, and it comes as
America’s president takes aim at the
fundamental liberties of transgender
people and immigrants. Soon After
Gonzales-Day began working on
“Bone-Grass Boy,” Californians
passed Proposition 187, limiting
state-

funded services for undocumented
people, and today the entire country

faces a nativist clamor. America was
founded on slavery and genocide — twin
dimensions of the white supremacism
openly surging through our 50 states — yet
paradoxically, this nation has always
subscribed to principles of freedom and

self-determination. Gonzales-Day’s larger project is to broaden the established
canon of art, and U.S. history more generally, to recognize not just Latinx people
but all those whose ethnicities and sexualities are so mixed as to be beyond
meaningful categorization. And when you think about our country’s greatest
qualities, what could be more American than that?

Ken Gonzales-Day’s exhibition Bone-Grass Boy: The Secret Banks of the Conejos River
continues at Luis De Jesus gallery (2685 S La Cienega Blvd. Los Angeles, California)
until October 28.

https://luisdejesus.com/index.php
http://www.pacificstandardtime.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California_Proposition_187
https://luisdejesus.com/exhib_dtl.php?sid=124
https://luisdejesus.com/index.php




























Andrea Ferreyra, “Torbellino/Whirlwind,”
documentation of street performance, Mexico
City (January, 1993), from the exhibition Below
the Underground: Renegade Art and Action in
1990s Mexico at the Armory Center for the Arts
(photo by Joseph Jankovski, image courtesy
Andrea Ferreyra)

This week, the Getty’s long-awaited
initiative on Latin American and Latino Art
in Los Angeles, Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA
(PST: LA/LA), officially kicks off, with
dozens of exhibitions opening at venues all
across Southern California. From a survey
of pre-Columbian luxury objects at the

Getty to the Hammer’s show on Radical Women artists in Latin America to Ken
Gonzales-Day’s photographic survey of LA murals, PST: LA/LA ambitiously
attempts to capture the breadth of hundreds of years of art from Latin America and
by Latina/os in the US.

To celebrate the opening, a day-long launch party will take place this Thursday in
Downtown’s Grand Park, featuring live music, dance, workshops, and food trucks.
In between performances ranging from traditional Latin American folk music and
Brazilian dance to salsa, hip-hop, cumbia, and jazz, visitors can explore various

EVENTS

Pacific Standard Time Returns with
Sprawling Latin American and Latino
Art Program
The Getty’s long-awaited initiative on Latin American and
Latino Art, Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA, officially kicks off this
week.
Matt Stromberg September 12, 2017
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Sergio O’Cadiz Moctezuma, detail of
“Fountain Valley Mural” (1974–1976, destroyed
2001), 6 x 625 feet, featured in ¡Murales
Rebeldes! L.A. Chicana/o Murals Under Siege at
LA Plaza de Cultura y Artes (photographer
unknown, private collection of the O’Cadiz
Family)

installations, such as “¡Momento!,” an information kiosk and reading
room designed by Spinagu, and the traveling “PST: LA/LA Mobile,” which offers
previews of many of the works on view through interactive technology.

If you’re not sure where to start your PST: LA/LA experience, Thursday evening at
7pm, Brazilian artist Anna Maria Maiolino will be restaging her 1981 performance,
“Entrevidas,” in which she scatters dozens of eggs on the ground and attempts to
navigate them, in conjunction with her current MOCA retrospective. And,
on Sunday, 50 of the participating institutions — from Ventura to Palm Springs to
San Diego — will be offering free admission all day.

When: Thursday, September 14, noon–10pm
Where: Grand Park (200 N. Grand Ave.,
Downtown, Los Angeles)

More info here.

http://spinagu.com/momento
https://annamariamaiolino.com/
https://www.moca.org/program/anna-maria-maiolino-entrevidas
https://www.moca.org/exhibition/anna-maria-maiolino
https://www.facebook.com/events/945519465587910/
http://www.pacificstandardtime.org/en/events/event/view/launch-party


G. James Daichendt | October 11, 2017

Photographer Parses the Politics and
Relevance of L.A.’s Murals and Marks

This is produced in partnership with Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA, a far-
reaching and ambitious exploration of Latin American and Latino art in
dialogue with Los Angeles.

                                                

Ken Gonzales-Day is best known for his conceptually-rich photographs.
Notable among them is his “Erased Lynching” series, where he digitally
removed execution victims from vintage postcards to draw attention to the
expunging of Latinos from the history of lynching, which is often associated
with particular races and geographical areas. During the Fall ’17 season,
Gonzales-Day’s work will be exhibited at Luis De Jesus Gallery, The
Guggenheim Gallery at Chapman University, Lancaster Museum of Art and
History, and the Skirball Cultural Center. An artist with a sincere interest in art
history and cultural issues, his exhibition at the Skirball, “Surface Tension,”
engages the mural landscape of Los Angeles and the many issues
surrounding graphic arts in the public square. 

Deservedly, Gonzales-Day is enjoying a significant amount of attention and
reflection for his work during the Getty-funded Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA
initiative, which features Latino and Latin American Art at institutions and
galleries across Southern California. For the Skirball, Gonzales-Day’s

PST: LA/LA

https://www.kcet.org/author/g-james-daichendt
https://www.kcet.org/category/pst-lala
https://www.kcet.org/category/pst-lala
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involvement began when the center commissioned him to create a new
body of work. Inspired by the work of Anita Brenner (1905-1974), a Mexican
born, American Jewish writer that played an integral role in promoting
Mexican art and culture in the United States. The exhibit entitled: “Another
Promised Land: Anita Brenner’s Mexico” is planned to run concurrently to
Gonzales-Day’s at the Skirball, so he could build upon and react to it as a
historical foundation. Brenner was an integral part of the art and cultural
scene of Mexico in the early 20  century. The exhibition explores her
important role with works by Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, and Frida
Kahlo and how she promoted and educated American audiences to the role
of Modernism south of the border.

Ken Gonzales-Day, “The Elixir,” mural by Patrick Henry Johnson, Crenshaw Blvd at Stocker St,
Leimert Park, 2011. © 2017 Ken Gonzales-Day. Ken Gonzales-Day, “La Casa Azul,” mural by MUTE,
Van Nuys Blvd. at Ralston Ave., Pacoima, 2016. | © 2017 Ken Gonzales

MORE PST:LA/LA STORIES
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https://www.skirball.org/exhibitions/another-promised-land-anita-brenners-mexico
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Gonzales-Day’s work has explored a variety of conceptual frameworks that
range from the construction of race to museum display. The Mexican-
American experience is particularly prominent, and he often utilizes
constructed photo methods that range in their final production from
traditional 18x24 images to billboard displays. He initially reacted to the
concept of this show by asking, “What if Mexican muralism continued
today?” So he started by making a list of murals that he could explore around
Los Angeles. It began with a walking tour and then eventually evolved to
driving around the city.

One of the first murals documented for this project was a humble tribute to
Ezell Ford, a young man that was shot and killed by the LAPD in 2014. It has
since become an important public space of mourning and remembrance for
the community. It was even vandalized at one point yet was quickly returned
to its original state, a sign of its importance. Gonzales-Day also set his sights
on some of the most recognizable and celebrated murals in Los Angeles.
Judy Baca’s The Great Wall is one of these cultural treasures, a magnificent
mural addressing the history of ethic peoples of California. According to the
artist “I’ve shot several thousand images. I would even go back and
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photograph again, and of course, they would change. It’s a moving target,
and the city is constantly expressing itself and it of course changes. These
photographs capture a bit of that.”

Ken Gonzales-Day, RV Painted with Clouds, Oxnard St. at Coldwater Canyon Ave., Valley Glen. | ©
2017 Ken Gonzales-Day PST LALA

The Skirball exhibit was narrowed down to just over 150 photographs, and
the artist is quick to acknowledge that this number can’t possibly represent
all of Los Angeles: “Not all neighborhoods have graphic art and it raises the
question of what is a mural? However, I have determined that is not my area;
my artwork is a visual response to these debates. I wanted to expand the
conversation that Anita Brenner begins.” Several themes emerged according
to Gonzales-Day including issues of gentrification, the role of murals in
communities, the professionalization of graphic art vs. illegal products, and
the role of celebrity in murals.

Gonzales-Day explains: “Initially what is signage and what is a mural was
raised as a question.” Whether it’s the Hollywood sign or the plethora of
paintings and media along the Sunset Strip, the weight of these images for



understanding the identity of the city is important.  Whether these images
reflect the city or are producing an image of what we want L.A. to be, the
relationship between media and commerce is complicated. The artist
continues: “There are many more murals that were not included that are
connected to pop art.” The plethora of illustrative murals often fall in-
between the worlds of street art, murals and advertising. The focus of
Gonzales-Day’s project is “…a very different set of ideas…there will be graffiti
and Mexican muralism and sometimes the two are combined.”  

The artists whose names are identifiable have all been informed about the
exhibit and their role within it. But Gonzales-Day is careful not to conflate his
agenda as an artist with the muralists: “My process is separate, and this is
not about reflecting their practice... I am not trying to channel their
production…my question was to make the connection with Anita Brenner.”
This is evident in how the photos are cropped; some close in on specific
characteristics of the murals while others capture the artwork in its entirety.

Murals can range from highly commercial works to illegal pieces that are not
sanctioned. And sometimes the same artist can practice each type. These
multiple identities vary if it’s daytime and paid versus nighttime and illegal.
The relationship to murals and gentrification is another important point to
consider. The Arts District downtown and The Container Yard, a hotbed of
graffiti and street art are all included. Gonzales-Day simply asks “If there a
relationship between these speedy methods of visually changing a
neighborhood community and the gentrification of neighborhood? Is it
beautification or gentrification?”



Ken Gonzales-Day, “Walking the Wires,” mural by Kim West, 806 Mateo St. between Violet St. and
E. 7th St., Arts District, 2014. | © 2017 Ken Gonzales-Day 

The artist also hopes that these ideas will be accessible and usable for
younger viewers as well. A map of Los Angeles has been printed on the floor
of the cultural center that will have all the locations of the murals. It’s meant
as a way to engage the many neighborhoods of the city so one can compare
the density of images compared to data like property values. There also is a
social media component, where participants can add additional work they
discover in the city.

Gonzales-Day feels that “Los Angeles is Latin America. We are linked
continents. I tried to think in a broader way. I want visitors to take a moment
to think about their relationship to the Americas.“ Overall there is an
“Emphasis on the idea of Latin American and Mexican cultural transitions –
among others that have adopted them. It’s an opportune time to do this and
engage the full fabric of our communities. PST: LA/LA provides a remarkable
opportunity to reach out beyond comfort zones and our neighborhoods. I



hope it will encourage people to engage beyond the spectacle to the real
work to be done.”

Top Image: Ken Gonzales-Day, “Danny,” mural by Levi Ponce, Van Nuys
Blvd. at Telfair Ave., Pacoima, 2013. | © 2017 Ken Gonzales-Day. 
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P
art of the Getty-led Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA, this fascinating and timely

exhibition explores the historical and contemporary impact of murals in Los Angeles,

featuring more than 140 photographs by the artist. Both a meditation on the nature of

public art and signage and how it impacts the city of Los Angeles, the show is also a

current-day documentation of the city’s current street scene, including images of work by leading

muralists like Levi Ponce and Kent Twitchell alongside graffiti artists like the LOVE Crew.

There’s an element of interactivity as well– a digital map and a large map on the gallery floor will

allow visitors see the murals in their geographical context, and to trace Gonzales-Day’s route

through Los Angeles as he documents the city’s public art. Visitors can also take home a printed

map of the city that shows the location of each mural in the show and invites them to document

their own finds as well.

Keep reading for a preview of some of the images that will be on display, along with all the

information you need about the show from the Skirball Cultural Center (http://Skirball.org).
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Ken Gonzales-Day, “The Masters: Frida, Diego, & Siqueiros,” mural by Marka27, NoeTwo, and Codak,

Colton St. at Glendale Blvd., Westlake North, 2005. Photo © 2017 Ken Gonzales-Day.

(https://i2.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_Jim-

Morphesis.jpg)

Ken Gonzales-Day, “Jim Morphesis,” mural by Kent Twitchell, Hollywood Freeway at Hope St. exit,

Downtown Los Angeles, 1984. Photo © 2017 Ken Gonzales-Day.

(https://i1.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_Melrose.jpg)

Ken Gonzales-Day, “La Casa Azul,” mural by MUTE, Van Nuys Blvd. at Ralston Ave., Pacoima, 2016.

Photo © 2017 Ken Gonzales- Day.

(https://i1.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_La-Casa-Azul.jpg)

Ken Gonzales-Day, “La Casa Azul,” mural by MUTE, Van Nuys Blvd. at Ralston Ave., Pacoima, 2016.

Photo © 2017 Ken Gonzales-Day.

(https://i0.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_Palm-Trees.jpg)

Ken Gonzales-Day, Palm Trees at Venice Public Art Graffiti Walls, Venice Beach, 2017. Photo © 2017

Ken Gonzales-Day.
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(https://i0.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_The-Elixir.jpg)

Ken Gonzales-Day, “The Elixir,” mural by

Patrick Henry Johnson, Crenshaw Blvd at Stocker St, Leimert Park, 2011. © 2017 Ken Gonzales-Day.

(https://i1.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_Contained.jpg)

Ken Gonzales-Day, “Contained,” mural by LOVE Crew, Mateo St at Violet St, Arts District, 2016. © 2017

Ken Gonzales-Day.

(https://i2.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_Walking.jpg)

Ken Gonzales-Day, “Walking the Wires,” mural by Kim West, 806 Mateo St. between Violet St. and E. 7th

St., Arts District, 2014. Photo © 2017 Ken Gonzales-Day.

(https://i1.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_Danny.jpg)

Ken Gonzales-Day, “Danny,” mural by Levi Ponce, Van Nuys Blvd. at Telfair Ave., Pacoima, 2013. Photo ©

2017 Ken Gonzales-Day.

(https://i2.wp.com/www.lataco.com/wp-content/uploads/Ken-Gonzales-Day_RV.jpg)
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The Skirball Cultural Center announces Surface Tension by Ken Gonzales-Day: Murals, Signs, and

Mark-Making in LA, on view October 6, 2017 through February 25, 2018. This exhibition features

more than 140 new photographs by Ken Gonzales-Day that capture the vibrant face of muralism

and related practices, such as street art, graffiti writing, and sign painting, throughout the city of

Los Angeles. An interdisciplinary artist whose practice considers race and representation,

Gonzales-Day examines Los Angeles’s rich tradition of muralism—from the celebrated to the

humble, the historic to the contemporary— and illustrates how murals invite participation from

artists of all backgrounds, portray the experiences of diverse communities, and define the visual

landscape of Los Angeles’s streets.

In a city characterized by an expansive sprawl of diverse neighborhoods easily bypassed via

freeways, the exhibition encourages visitors to examine their surroundings, venture off familiar

paths, and encounter new communities. “I believe these images reveal more about Los Angeles

and its communities, its struggles, and its losses than one can find in any book,” Gonzales-Day

remarked.

Developed collaboratively between Gonzales-Day and Skirball curators, the project set the artist

on a ten- month journey across the city—from East Los Angeles to Venice Beach, from Pacoima to

Watts. As he traversed hundreds of miles, Gonzales-Day photographed the murals he

encountered, and explored cultural influences such as graffiti writing, street art, sign painting,

film, music, television, and commercial advertising. His works document contributions by

numerous prominent muralists, including Kent Twitchell and Levi Ponce, as well as artists who

remain anonymous but no less important to the aesthetics of the city.

Surface Tension by Ken Gonzales-Day is inspired by the city’s dynamic history of muralism, which

has strong roots in the Mexican Renaissance of the 1920s. During that period, Mexican muralists

Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, and David Alfaro Siqueiros came to paint in the United

Ken Gonzales-Day, RV Painted with Clouds, Oxnard St. at Coldwater Canyon Ave., Valley Glen. Photo ©

2017 Ken Gonzales-Day.



States. The exhibition situates contemporary artists within this larger history of muralism,

considering how Rivera, Orozco, Siqueiros, and others inspired generations of artists to take their

brushes, rollers, and aerosol cans to the walls of Los Angeles.

Since roughly the 1930s, muralists have chronicled important chapters in Los Angeles’s history,

such as the Chicano movement of the 1960s and 1970s, the 1984 Olympics, and the ongoing

importance of the Hollywood film industry. As captured by Gonzales-Day, these public works also

comment upon shifting representations of race in the city and the role they play in the politics of

space. Although a decade-long ban on mural-making temporarily stifled the form until 2011, the

practice has enjoyed renewed vitality in the past decade amid the redevelopment of downtown

Los Angeles and the rise of street art as a prominent and respected medium.

“Ken Gonzales-Day’s sensitive and dynamic photographs demonstrate how murals tell stories of

Los Angeles communities and individuals. Accessible to everyone and often stumbled upon

accidentally, murals reveal how art often stimulates conversation, bridges divides between

people, and creates understanding,” said Robert Kirschner, Skirball Museum Director. “The sense

of invitation inherent in these public works and the ways they foster human connection are

central to the Skirball’s mission.”

Surface Tension by Ken Gonzales-Day moves from neighborhood to neighborhood, reflecting the

unique concerns, aesthetics, and history of each area. A grouping of photographs highlights

recurring themes that stuck with Gonzales-Day as he drove: reflections on the politics of space

and belonging; the representation of cultural heritage; the cult of celebrity; and the very question

of what counts as a mural and who gets to decide.

The exhibition will also feature gallery interactives designed to encourage visitors to embark on

their own journeys. Both a digital map and a large map on the gallery floor will enable visitors to

consider the geographic relationships between the murals and to trace Gonzales-Day’s route

through Los Angeles. Visitors will be able to take home a printed map of the city that pinpoints the

location of each mural on view, and invites them to document their own discoveries.



Surface Tension by Ken Gonzales-Day complements the Skirball’s major fall/winter exhibition,

Another Promised Land: Anita Brenner’s Mexico. Both are part of Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA, a

far-reaching and ambitious exploration of Latin American and Latino art in dialogue with Los

Angeles, taking place from September 2017 through January 2018 at more than seventy cultural

institutions across Southern California. Pacific Standard Time is an initiative of the Getty.

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Ken Gonzales-Day is a Los Angeles–based photographer, interdisciplinary artist, and 2017

Guggenheim Fellow. His series Searching for California Hang Trees offered a critical look at the

lack of documentation of lynching sites in California, while his series Erased Lynching sought to

address the larger erasure of Asians, African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans from the

history of lynching in California and beyond. The Profiled series reached even further back into

history to consider how the sculptural depiction of race, and its display, contributed to racial

formation today. His work has been widely exhibited nationally and internationally at LACMA,

LAXART, the Tamayo Museum in Mexico City, the New Museum in New York City, and the Palais

de Tokyo in Paris; and he has been commissioned by LA Metro for several public artworks around

Los Angeles. He was a key organizer for the Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA Place and Practice

symposium in San Diego and Los Angeles in May 2015. Gonzales-Day holds a MFA in studio art

from University of California, Irvine; a MA in art history from City University of New York; and

BFA in painting from Pratt Institute. He is a professor of art at Scripps College, where he teaches

photography and related art courses.

ABOUT ANOTHER PROMISED LAND: ANITA BRENNER’S MEXICO

Another Promised Land: Anita Brenner’s Mexico, on view September 14, 2017–February 25,

2018, illuminates the life and work of one of the most fascinating cultural figures of twentieth-

century Mexico, Anita Brenner (1905–1974). A Mexican-born journalist, art historian, and

anthropologist of Latvian Jewish descent who spent part of her youth in Texas, Brenner

chronicled the Mexican Renaissance of the 1920s and played a vital role in introducing Mexican

art and culture to American audiences. Through more than 150 objects—including artworks by



close friends Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, Edward Weston, Jean Charlot, and Frida

Kahlo―the exhibition underscores her efforts to build cultural understanding between the

United States and Mexico.

SURFACE TENSION BY KEN GONZALES-DAY: MURALS, SIGNS, AND MARK-MAKING IN LA IS

ORGANIZED BY THE SKIRBALL CULTURAL CENTER AS PART OF PACIFIC STANDARD TIME:

LA/LA.

GENEROUS SUPPORT FOR THE EXHIBITION AND ITS RELATED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

IS PROVIDED BY THE FOLLOWING DONORS:

Photographic Arts Council · Los Angeles Pasadena Art Alliance

Sauvage Family

Specialty Family Foundation

US Bank

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT IS PROVIDED BY:

The Dubois Family Charitable Fund Good Works Foundation

Carol Vernon and Bob Turbin

About the Skirball Cultural Center

The Skirball Cultural Center is a place of meeting guided by the Jewish tradition of welcoming the

stranger and inspired by the American democratic ideals of freedom and equality. We welcome

people of all communities and generations to participate in cultural experiences that celebrate

discovery and hope, foster human connections, and call upon us to help build a more just society.

Visiting the Skirball Cultural Center

The Skirball Cultural Center is located at 2701 N. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90049.

Museum hours: Tuesday– Friday 12:00–5:00 p.m.; Saturday–Sunday 10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.; closed

Mondays and holidays. Admission to exhibitions is $12 General; $9 Seniors, Full-Time Students,

and Children over 12; and $7 Children 2–12. Exhibitions are always FREE to Skirball Members

and Children under 2. Exhibitions are FREE to all visitors on Thursdays. For general information,

the public may call (310) 440-4500 or visit skirball.org (http://skirball.org).

http://skirball.org/


About Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA

Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA is a far-reaching and ambitious exploration of Latin American and

Latino art in dialogue with Los Angeles taking place from September 2017 through January 2018.

Led by the Getty, Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA is a collaboration of arts institutions across

Southern California.

Through a series of thematically linked exhibitions and programs, Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA

highlights different aspects of Latin American and Latino art from the ancient world to the

present day. With topics such as luxury arts in the pre-Columbian Americas, twentieth century

Afro-Brazilian art, alternative spaces in Mexico City, and boundary-crossing practices of Latino

artists, exhibitions range from monographic studies of individual artists to broad surveys that cut

across numerous countries.

Supported by more than $16 million in grants from the Getty Foundation, Pacific Standard Time:

LA/LA involves more than seventy cultural institutions from Los Angeles to Palm Springs, and

from San Diego to Santa Barbara. Pacific Standard Time is an initiative of the Getty. The

presenting sponsor is Bank of America.
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